
..s~~,joach first opened its doors in 1941 as a family-owned, leather-goods work pLt shop. Over the next 10 years, the company developed i strong following fo 
....- its classically styled, high-quality leather handbags and accessories. 
In those early years, it seemed, Coach didn't need a lot of marketing research tc 

understand its customers. For most buyers, handbags were largely functional, usec 
for carrying keys, a wallet, and cosmetics. Women typically bought only two purses 2 

year-one for everyday use and one for special occasions. The everyday handba~ 
lasted a long time and styles changed infrequently. Women didn't waste much timc 
or energy on their purse-buying decisions. 

Coach offered basic handbag designs in understated colors, black and brown 
The classic Coach bag's only ornamentation was a small gold latch and a smal 
leather tag embossed with the Coach name. Over the years, with their understatec 
styling and quality image, Coach handbags earned a reputation as classy but "tradi. 
tional sturdy standbys." Conservative professionals, who liked the look, quality, anc 
value of Coach's hand bags, became the company's loyal core customers. Coach, bl 
then a unit of Sara Lee Corporation, cruised along comfortably. 

By the mid-1990s, however, Coach's world had changed dramatically and sale: 

started to slow. As more and more women entered the workforce, they needed dif. 
ferent types of bags to carry their work and their laptops. These increasingly influen- 
tial women fueled the "mass luxury movement." They wanted the designer brand: 
that only affluent women had been able to afford. And they wanted more stylish anc 
colorful bags to spruce up the plain fashions of the day. 

High-end designers such as Prada, Fendi, Gucci, and Chanel were responding tc 
these trends. According to one analyst, the industry saw "a sharp uptick in demanc 
for handbags with extra flair, such as bright colors, exotic leathers, and even materi. 
als such as wool, velvet, and fur." Many of these designer bags sold for more thar 
$1,000, some for as much as $3,000. By comparison, Coach's traditional style: 
began to look downright plain. 

It was time for an extreme makeover. But where to start? To gain a .better under- 
standing of the new handbag buyer, Coach began with marketing research-lots o- 
marketing research. "Coach started thinking like a consumer-products company,' 
says the analyst, "relentlessly testing the market to see what holes it could fill." 

Based on extensive marketing research, Coach overhauled its strategy. In the 

process, it helped engineer a shift in the way women shop for handbags. 



[Coach] decided to translate the elite notion of 
the handbag as a fashion statement into 
something the average American woman 
could afford, [dubbing] the strategy "accessi- 
ble luxury." Coach [nowl creates and markets 
new kinds of bags to fill what it calls "usage 
voids," activities that range from weekend get- 
aways to dancing at nightclubs to trips to the 
grocery store. . . . Known for decades as a 
sturdy purveyor of conservative, long-lasting 
handbags, it has [nowl successfully con- 
vinced women to buy weekend bags, evening 
bags, backpacks, satchels, clutches, totes, 
briefcases, diaper bags, coin purses, duffels, 
and a minihandbag that doubles as a bag- 
within-a-bag ... [Coach nowl updates its col- 
lections nearly every month with new colors, 
fabrics, and sizes. It prices bags lower than 
luxury designers but high enough for women 
to buy as a special treat. 

As a starter, consumer research revealed that even 
Coach's conservative customers wanted more fashion 
pizzazz in their handbags. So, in early 2001, the company launched the "Signature" 
collection, stylish and colorful bags made of leather and fabric and covered in the IeQer 
C, Coach designers even began to use adjectives such as sexy, fun, sophisticated, play- 
ful, grounded, luxurious, and quality driven to describe Coach's customers and the 
company itself. 

About that same time, research revealed another "usage void." Women were car- 
rying small Coach cosmetic cases inside their larger handbags to hold essentials- 
such as keys, credit cards, and even cell phones-making them easier to find. 
However, when crammed into larger bags, these smaller cases caused bulges, mak- 
ing the larger bags appear misshapen and bulky. To fill the void, Coach designed a 

four-inch by six-inch zippered bag with a looped strap, which a woman could either 
dangle from her wrist or clip inside a larger bag. Coach called the new product the 
"wristlet" and introduced it at prices as low as $38. In only the first 10 months, 
women snapped up more than 100,000 wristlets. By 2004, Coach was selling more 
than a million wristlets a year in 75 styles. 

Still more research revealed additional usage voids. For example, Coach's con- 

sumer researchers learned that women were increasingly interested in nonleather 
bags. They also faced the problem that customers did most of their handbag shop- 

/ ping only during the holiday season. To fill both voids, the company developed its 
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"Hamptons Weekend" line, stylish fabric bags designed for summer weekend use. Unlike competi- 
tors' uninspired black nylon or basic canvas bags, the new Coach line featured an easily foldable 
shape, hot colors, and a durable, water-resistant material befitting a "relaxed-but-sophisticated" 
lifestyle. The new bags flew off the shelves at Coach's retail stores. 

Now, Coach thinks that its research points to yet another market void. Researchers noticed that more 
women are now mixing formal clothing, stilettos, and diamonds with blue jeans and other casual clothes. 
This suggests an opportunity to get women to use formal accessories-including evening bags-during 
daylight hours. So Coach has introduced the "Madison" collection, sleek satin or bejeweled versions of 
its more traditional purses. Ads for the line show a casually dressed woman carrying a Madison bag in 
daylight, while also carrying a larger, casual tote bag. Coach also plans to offer a line of jewelry and is 
looking to add fragrances. 

Thus, Coach watches its customers closely, looking for trends that might suggest new market voids 
to fill. Last year alone, Coach spent $3 million on marketing research, interviewing 14,000 women 
about everything from lifestyles to purse styles to strap lengths. According to a Coach executive, every- 
thing Coach does is thoroughly "girlfriend tested, down to the last stitch." 

Such exhaustive marketing research has more than paid for itself. The company's sales, profits, 
and share prices are now soaring. Coach has achieved double-digit sales and earnings growth every 
period since spinning off from Sara Lee and going public in 2000. Over the past five years, sales are 
up over 177 percent and profits have increased sixfold. It looks like investors are going to need bigger 
purses1 

In order to produce superior customer value and satisfaction, companies need information at 
almost every turn. As the Coach story highlights, good products and marketing programs 
begin with solid information on consumer needs and wants. Companies also need an abun- 
dance of information on competitors, resellers, and other actors and forces in the marketplace. 

With the recent explosion of information tech- 

@ Information overload: "In this oh-so-overwhelming information age, it's 
all too easy to be buried, burdened, and burned out by data overload." 

nologies, companies can now generate information in 
great quantities. For example, Wal-Mart maintains a 
huge database that can provide deep insights for mar- 
keting decisions. A few years ago, as Hurricane Ivan 
roared toward the Florida coast, reports one observer, 
the giant retailer "knew exactly what to rush onto the 
shelves of stores in the hurricane's path-strawberry 
Pop Tarts. By analyzing years of sales data from just 
prior to other hurricanes, [Wal-Mart] figured out that 
shoppers would stock up on Pop Tarts-which don't 
require refrigeration or cooking. "2 

In fact, today's managers often receive too much 
information. For example, Wal-Mart refreshes sales 
data from check-out scanners hourly, adding a billion 
rows of data a day, equivalent to about 96,000 DVD 
movies. That's a lot of data to analyze. Thus, running 
out of information is not a problem, but seeing through 
the "data smog" is. "In this oh-so-overwhelming 
Information Age," comments one observer, "it's all too 
easy to be buried, burdened, and burned out by data 
overload. ' j 3  

Despite this data glut, marketers frequently com- 
plain that they lack enough information of the right 
kind. They don't need more information, they need 
better information. And they need to make better use .-----.. 
o f ~ i n f o r m a t i o n  thev alreadv have. A former CEO at - - 

r , .  A J 

J 

Unilever once said that if Unilever only knew what it 
knows, it would double its profits.' The meaning is 
clear: Many companies sit on rich information but fail 
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to manage and use it well. Companies must design effective marketing information systems 
that give managers the right information, in the right form, at the right time to help them make 
better marketing decisions. 

Marketing i n f o m i o n  Am_arke~ti.ginformtiin system(F-S) consists of people, equipment, and procedures 
system (MJS) to gather, sort, analyze, evaluate, and distribute needed, timely, and accurate information to 
Peode,equlpment&dd -- marketing decision makers. Figure 4.1 shows that the MIS begins and ends with information 
procedures to g a t h e s ~ r t , ~  users-marketing managers, internal and external partners, and others who need marketing 
analyze, evaluate, and - information. First, it interacts with these information users to assess info_rym&&n-_n_e,e.ds. 

-distr~b~e-needed~tune~~,-arrd Next, it&v&_o~s-g+edinfor,m,a$o2 from internal company databases, marketing intelli- 
gence activities, and marketing research. Then it helps users to 3nalyze informationto put it 
in the right form for making marketing decisions and managing customer relationships. 
Finally, the MIS distributes the marketi and helps managers, use it in their 

________.- 
decision making. 

accurate informat!o_nnJo_ ____----- -.-- 
marketing decis@oJn,a&e~ -*,-,--"-I-.----- 

FI1 . I  
The marketing information 
.--------__I__-- 

system 
-I__--. 

The marketing information system primarily serves the company's marketing and other man- 
agers. However, it may also provide information to external partners, such as suppliers, 
resellers, or marketing services agencies. For example, Wal-Mart gives key suppliers access to 
information on customer buying patterns and inventory levels. And Dell creates tailored 
Premium Pages for large customers, giving them access to product design, order status, and 
product support and service information. In designing an information system, the company 
must consider the needs of all of these users. 

A good marketing information system balances the information-u,s=~~puld & h a v e  
against whia,t,,t_he~~;!al&- _n~ed-s,d~~h_a,t_~k fea,~_~&~.b~effe;. The company begins by interview- 
ing managers to find out what information they would like. Some managers will ask for what- 
ever information they can get without thinking carefully about what they really need. J's 
much information c-%be a~~hg~m~f.1 too Jiitl_e, Other managers may omit things they ought 

.1-.-- e--- - --._ ._ _- _-- 
to know, or they may not know to ask for some types of information they should have. For 
example, managers might need to know about a new product that a competitor plans to intro- 
duce during the coming year. Because they do not know about the new product, they do not 
think to ask about it. The MIS must monitor the marketing environment in order to provide 
decision makers with information they should have to make key marketing decisions. 

Marketing managers and other information users 
Analysis Planning Implementation Control 

Marketing environment 

Target Marketing Competitors Publics Macroenvironment 
markets channels forces 
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Sometimes the company cannot provide the needed information, either because it is 
available or because -- -=-____cI--_ of MIS limitations. .Is---* For example, a brand manager might want to know 
how competitors will change their advertising budgets next year and how these changes will 
affect industry market shares. The information on planned budgets probably is not available. 
Even if it is, the company's MIS may not be advanced enough to forecast resulting changes in 
market shares. 

Finally, ~ ~ & s f ~ & t a i n i n g . ~ ~ ~ s _ s ~ . s t ~ g & g , - ~ ~ ~ d e & ~ e r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~  can mount 
quickly. The company must decide whether the benefits of having additional information are 
worth the costs of providing it, and both va_lal~&cost are often hard, to assess. By itself, 
information has no worth; its value comes &om its- In many cases, additional information 
will do little to change or improve a manager's d&iS&n, or the costs of the information may 
exceed the returns from the improved decision. Marketers should not assume that additional 
information will always be worth obtaining. Rather, they should weigh carefully the costs of 
getting more information against the benefits resulting from it. 

Marketers can obtain the needed information from internal data, marketing intelligence, and 
marketing research. 

- -- - - 
OI---".------ 

Internal databases Many companies build extensive j & e r z a h a ~ s ,  electronic collections of consumer and 
Electronic collections of -- market information obtained from data sources within the company network. Marketin-- 
consumer and market -- agers can readily access and work with information in the database to iin_ti-fy-m*ng - -  5 -  - -  - - -  ----.Lo 

mformation obtamed%oK ~oxp~torti$s,and proble_ks,, plan programs, and evaluate performance. 
___C 

data sources within the Information in the database can come f r o ~ ~ ~ ? ~ ~ T E ~ 2 c c o u n t i n n  department 
P 

., 
company network: -- -- prepares financial statements and keeps detailed records of sales, costs, and cash flows. 

Operations reports on production schedules, shipments, and inventories. The marketing 
department furnishes information on customer transactions, demographics, psychographics, 
and buying behavior. The customer service department keeps records of customer satisfaction 
or service problems. The sales force reports on reseller reactions and competitor activities, 

El Internal databases: Pizza Hut can slice and dice its extensive customer 
database by favorite toppings, what you ordered last, and whether you buy a salad 
with your cheese and pepperoni pizza, targeting coupon offers to specific 
households based on past buying behaviors and preferences. 

and marketing channel provide data on 
point-of-sale transactions. Harnessing such 
information can provide a powerful competitive 
advantage. 

Here is an example of how one company 
uses its internal database to make better market- 
ing decisions: 

Pizza Hut claims to have the largest 
fast-food customer database in the 
world. The database contains detailed 
customer information data on 40 mil- 
lion U.S. households, gleaned from 
phone orders, online orders, and point- 
of-sale transactions at its more than 
7,500 restaurants around the nation. 
The company can slice and dice the 
data by favorite toppings, what you 
ordered last, and whether you buy a 
salad with your cheese and pepperoni 
pizza. Pizza Hut also tracks in real time 
what commercials people are watching 
and responding to. It then uses all this 
data to enhance customer relationships. 
For example, it can target coupon offers 
to specific households based on past 
buying behaviors and preferences5 
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Internal databases usually can be accessed more quickly-and-y,than other informa- 
tion sources, but they also present some problems. Because internal information was often 
. c o l l e c t & ~ & ~ ~ g - ~ _ u r ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  it may be incomplete or in the wrong form for making marketing 
decisions. For example, sales and cost data used by the a c m e p a r t m e n t  for preparing 
financial statements must be adapted for use in evaluating the value of specific customer seg- 
ment, sales force, or channel performance. Data also ages quickly; m n ~ + h l a t ! b a s e  c=-- 
rent requires a major effort. In addition, a large company produces mountains of information, 

-.,A?- 

which must be well integrated and readily accessible so that managers can find it easily and 
use it effectively, Managing that much data requires highly sophisticated equipment and 
techniques. 

Marketing intelligence 
:__q__- 

The svsternaI1CcDllEtZRand 
Msketing intellkence is the systematic collection and analysis of publicly available infor- 
mation about competitors and developments in  the marketplace. The goal of marketing intel- 
ligence is toimprove strategic,dcgion,@n,g, assess and tr-wkcampetitor_s_t~i~s, and 
E F v i d e - ~ ~ l y - w ~ ~ m ~ p - p ~ r t ~ t i ~ s s , a n d ~ ~ a t s _ .  

and developments in the Competitive intelligence gathering has grown dramatically as more and more companies 
--I. - _*ix--- - -L- rnarElng environment.* are now busily snooping on their competitors. Techniques range hom quizzing the company's 
WI - 

ll-sa'"-L1----u own employees and benchmarking competitors' products to researching the Internet, lurking 
around industry trade shows, and even rooting through rivals' trash bins. 

Much intelligence can be collected from people* ins_idLe, tJqcompany-executives, engi- 
neers and scientists, purchasing agents, and the sales force. The company can also obtain 
important intelligence information horn swp&e_r&1;.esslm and l a y .  c.us_t,om:~. Or it can get 
good information by ~Er~~4~~mE_t~~~rsSandm0,P~t_oE~ng their publishedjnformatio?. It 
can buy and analyze competitors' products, monitor their~Eiles,~cKed?for newmFalents, and 
examine various types of physical evidence. For example, one company regularly checks out 
competitors' parking lots-full lots might indicate plenty of work and prosperity; half-full lots 

Marketing Intelligence: Procter & Gamble admitted to "dumpster diving" at 
rival Unilevefs Helene Curtis headquarters. When P&Gfs top management Learned 
of the questionable practice, it stopped the project, voluntarily informed Unilever, 
and set up  talks to right whatever competitive wrongs had been done. 

might suggest hard times. 
Some companies have even rifled their com- 

petitors' garbage, which is legally considered 
abandoned property once it leaves the premises. 
In one elaborate garbage-snatching incident, 
AirCanada was recently caught rifling through 
rival WestJet7s dumpsters in efforts to find evi- 
dence that WestJet was illegally tapping into Air 
Canada's  computer^.^ In Gother &e, ~ roc t e r  & 
Gamble admitted to "dumpster diving" at rival 
Unilever's headquarters. "P&G got its mitts on 
just about every iota of info there was to be had 
about Unilever's [hair-care] brands," notes an 
analyst. However, when news of the question- 
able tactics reached top P&G managers, they 
were shocked. They immediately stopped the 
project and voluntarily set up negotiations with 
Unilever to right whatever competitive wrongs 
had been done. Although P&G claims it broke no 
laws, the company reported that the dumpster 
raids "violated our strict guidelines regarding 
our business policies. "7 

s p e t i t o r s  oftennreveal intelEgexxinf:r- 
mation t h r o u w r  . a . n r&~por t s ,  business 

0-- .?P-- 

_publications, t r a d e - ~ q h 2 y ~ i t s ,  -p~65F -----..-- 
releases, Xiiertisements, and F e b ~ m g e 5  The 

'1nfZrrZ$ is proving to be a vast new source of 
competitor-supplied information. Using Internet 
search engines, marketers can search specific 
competitor names, events, or trends and see 
what turns up. Moreover, most companies now 
place volumes of information on their Web sites, 
providing details to attract customers, partners, 
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Marketing research 
The systematic dzign, - 
collection, analysis, and 
reporting of data relevant to a 
specific marketing situation . 

-facing an organization. 
--u 

suppliers, investors, or franchisees. This can provide a wealth of useful information about 
compe tito&-s-tratew , m~~k_e_ts,~~new.pr~d~c~., .fac&@, and _o@ey_bappfxn&g,~. . --a- 

Something as simple as a competitor's job postings can be very revealing. For example, a 
few years back, while poking around on Google's company Web site, Microsoft's Bill Gates 
came across a help-wanted page describing all of the jobs available at Google. To his surprise, 
he noted that Google was looking for engineers with backgrounds that had nothing to do with 
its Web-search business but everything to do with Microsoft's core software businesses. 
Forewarned that Google might be preparing to become more than just a search engine com- 
pany, Gates emailed a handful of Microsoft executives, saying, in effect, "We have to watch 
these guys. It looks like they are building something to compete with us." Notes a marketing 
intelligence consultant, companies "are often surprised that there's so much out there to 
know. They're busy with their day-to-day operations and they don't realize how much infor- 
mation can be obtained with a few strategic  keystroke^."^ 

Intelligence seekers can also pore through any of thousands of online databases. Some are 
free. For example, t h ~ e c ~ i f ~ a n d  Exchange Commission'! database provides a huge 
stockpile of financial information on public competitors, and the U.S. Patent Office and 
Trademark database reveals patents competitors have filed. And for a fee, companies can sub- 
scribe to any of the more than 3,000 online d a t a b a s e ~ a n d - i n f a r m ~ ~ n ; ~ ~ - h , s ~ e r - ~ e s  such as 
Dialog, Hoover's, Datastar, LexisNexis, Dow Jones News Retrieval, ProQuest, and Dun & 
Bradstreet's Online Access. 

The intelligence game goes both ways. Facing determined marketing intelligence efforts 
by competitors, most companies are now & n g t e ~ t o  ~r&e_ct&ir-om,info~m_a@~For 
example, Unilever conducts widespread competitive intelligence training. Employees are 
taught not just how to collect intelligence information but also how to protect company infor- 
mation hom competitors. According to a former Unilever staffer, "We were even warned that 
spies from competitors could be posing as drivers at the minicab company we used." Unilever 
even performs random checks on internal security. Says the former staffer, "At one [internal 
marketing] conference, we were set up when an actor was employed to infiltrate the group. 
The idea was to see who spoke to him, how much they told him, and how long it took to real- 
ize that no one knew him. He ended up being there for a long time."g 

The growing use of marketing intelligence raises a number of ethical issues. Although 
most of the preceding techniques are legal, and some are considered to be shrewdly competi- 
tive, some &ay invoGe questionable etkics. Clearly, companies should take advantage of pub- 
licly available information. However, they should not stoop to snoop. With all the legitimate 
intelligence sources now available, a company does not need to break the law or accepted 
codes of ethics to get good intelligence. 

In addition to information about competitor and marketplace happenings, marketers often 
need fm-mals~_u~&.ofsp&fic situations. For example, Budweiser wants to know what - 
appeals will be most effective in its Super Bowl advertising. Or Samsung wants to know how 
many and what kinds of people will buy its next-generation plasma televisions. In such situ- 
ations, marketing intelligence will not provide the detailed information needed. Managers 
will need marketing researcli'. 

~ a r k g i ~ ~ , ~ e s e ~ h  is the systematic design, collection, analysis, and reporting of data -- 
relevant to a specific marketing situation facing an organization. Companies use marketing 
research in a wide 7 '%3~tjr~~i~t~0li??;r  example, marketing research can help marketers 
understand customer satisfaction and p-yrrhaa.&~havio~ It can help them to asseFs markzt ----.-- 
p o t e n t i a l - ~ = ~ ~ k s l ~ ~ h % ~ ~ ~ T : i ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ u r e  thq g f f e ~ g , e ~ e & p ~ ~ p 2 0 ~ u ~  distribution, 

*------=---=-=- 
and g~o~not ion  .activities. 

Some large companies have their own research dep,-~-Eents~that work with marketing 
managers on marketing r e ~ e ~ r o ~ ~ ~ ' i i o w  ~ roc t e r  & -Gamble, Kraft, Citigroup, - - 
and other corporate giants handle marketing research. In addition, these companies- 
like their smaller c&terpafts--frequently hire outside research specialists to c o n d t  with 
management on specific marketing problems and conduct marketing research studies. 
Sometimes firms simply purchase data collected by outside firms to aid in their decision 

--__Y___ __Y-=-._Y ___ ---* -----=, O 

making. 
The marketing research process has four steps (see Figure 4.2): defining the problem and 

research objectives, developing the research plan, implementing the research plan, and inter- 
preting and reporting the findings. 
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Exaloratorv research 
--Market.i ng--resea ~ h t a g a e r  

preliminary informatio~;$L 
- .  

will help aefine problems an_d 
suggest hypotheses, - 
Descriptive research 
Marketing researcfi?~ better 
describe marketing problems, ----___I____-----. * 
situations, or markets, such- 
as the r n - i ~ t e n t i a l  f a ~ a  ---- 

-2 _=marketing research process 

Marketing managers and resewers must work closely together to define the probl 
research objectives. The manager best understands the decision for which information is needed; the 
researcher best understands marketing research and how to obtain the information. De•’ining the problem 
and research objectives is often th@&dest s t z i n  the research process. The manager may &ow that 
something is wrong, without knowing the specific causes. 

After the problem has been defined carefully, the manager and researcher must set the 
research objectives. A marketing research project might have one of $rextmes -of objective% 
The objective of ~ l o r a ~ o ~ r e s e a r c h  is to gather preliminary information that will help define 
the problem an% suggest hypotheses. The objective of descriptivemesearc~ is to describe things, 
such as the market potential for a product or the demographics and attitudes of consumers who 
buy the product.   he objective of causal research is test hypotheses about cause-and-effect -_ .:=- -u-- 

relationships. For example, woulz a 10 p e r c x e c r e a s e  in tuition at a private college result in 
an enrollment increase sufficient to offset the reduced tuition? ~ & a ~ e r s  often-start with 
exploratory research and later follow with descriptive or causal research. 

- The statement of the problem and research objectives guides the entire research process. 
The manager and researcher should put the statement in writing to be certain that they agree 
on the purpose and expected results of the research. 

Causa-1 ~ e ~ a x c  h Once the research problems and objectives have been defined, researchers must determine 
&kting-wearc-hiatwt the ~ ~ t t ~ o f m ~ ~ - n e e d g d , . & - v , ~ ~ a , ~ & n _ f _ o ~ - g i f , ~ ~ n g  itefficen;E!y, and present the plan 
hyp_othesgab~utc,a>,~_e~and- to management. The research plan outlines sources of existing data and spells out the specific 
em3Sa t ~ n s  h I ps, research approaches, contact methods, sampling plans, and instruments that researchers will 

use to gather new data. 
Research objectives must be translated into specific information needs. For example, sup- 

pose Campbell Soup Company decides to conduct research on how consumers would react to 
the introduction of new heat-and-go microwavable cups for its Campbell's SpaghettiOs. Such 
packaging has been successful for Campbell's soups-including its Soup at Hand line of 
hand-held, shippable soups and its Chunky and Select soup line in  microwavable bowls, 
dubbed "M'm! M'm! Good! To Go!" The containers would cost more but would allow con- 
sumers to heat their SpaghettiOs in a microwave oven and to eat them without using dishes. 
This research might call for the following specific information: 

The demomaphj~~,g,c~xtpmic, a n _ d , , ~ ~ s ~ i y l ~ ~ h _ a r ~ ~ ~ i s ~ ~ c s  of current Spaghe ttiOs users. 
(Busy working couples might find the convenience of the new packaging worth the price; 
families with children might want to pay less and wash the bowls.) 

Q ~gn,~~m~;~,u,s_a~epatternafor SpaghettiOs and related products: how much they eat, where, 
and when. (The new packaging might be ideal for adults eating lunch on the go, but less 
convenient for parents feeding lunch to several children.) 

H &e_tai!~Lr~~~tt~Oth,een~epa~k~ing. (Failure to get retailer support could hurt sales of 
I-* 

the new package.) 

a J?o~e,c~as;s of .sales _orf b~tbLn_ewWgddc~-egtt~ackages. (Will the new packaging create new 
sales or simply take sales from the currentop&kaging? Will the package increase 
Campbell's profits?) 

Campbell managers will need these and many other types of information to decide whether to 
introduce the new packaging. 

The research pian shbuid be presented in a written proposal. A written proposal is espe- 
cially important when the research project i~J~~~illc<ni$~~~r when ~ ~ & i & ~ a r -  
ries it out. The proposal should cover the management problems addressed and the research 
objectives, the information to be obtained, and the way the results will help management 
decision making. The proposal also should inclu-t,~~ 
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To meet the manager's information needs, the research plan can call for gathering sec- 
S e c o n d a r y  data ondary data, primary data, or both. S_zonndm dat? consist of information that already exists 
Jnfo-rmation that already exists somewhere, having been collected for another purpose. ~ ' ~ m ~ y , d a t a  consist of information ----- collected for the specific purpose at hand. 

----+ 

m.w&re, having been 
m,&$d for,anot~~her~se. 

Primary data- econdary Data 
I~o~rna~na_gfi3eteo_r the 

specific K w h a n r  Researchers usually start by gathering secondary 
=?__ra- - vides 

- nal information sources, including ~_o~+e~i ._a~~data  services and government sources. (see 
-=' Tgb- lgxTg- .- --?s2->- p -> -. -" ----- --- 

Companies can kuy secon For example, 
ACNielsen sells buyer data from a pane countries, with 
measures of trial and repeat purchasing, brand loyalty, and buyer demographics. Simmons sells 
information on more than 8,000 brands in 460 product categories, including detailed consumer 
profiles that assess everything from the products consumers buy and the brands they prefer, to 

iE 4.1 Selected External Information Sources 

For business data: 

ACNielsen Corporation (www.acnielsen.com) provides supermarket scanner data on sales, market share, and retail prices; data on 
household purchasing; and data on television audiences (a unit of VNU NV). 
Information Resources, Inc. (www.infores.com) provides supermarket scanner data for tracking grocery product movement and new 
product purchasing data. 
Arbitron (www.arbitron.com) provides local-market and lnternet radio audience and advertising expenditure information, among 
other media and ad spending data. 
J.D. Power and Associates (www.jdpower.com) provides information from independent consumer surveys of product and service 
quality, customer satisfaction, and buyer behavior. 
IMS Health (www.imshealth.com) tracks drug sales, monitors performance of pharmaceutical sales representatives, and offers 
pharmaceutical market forecasts. 
Simmons Market Research Bureau (www.smrb.com) provides detailed analysis of consumer patterns in 400 product categories in 
selected markets. 
Dun & Bradstreet (www.dnb.com) maintains a database containing information on more than 50 million individual companies 
around the globe. 
cornscore Networks (www.comscore.com) provides consumer behavior information and geodemographic analysis of lnternet and 
digital media users around the world. 
Thomson Dialog (www.dialog.com) offers access to more than 900 databases containing publications, reports, newsletters, and 
directories covering dozens of industries. 
LexisNexis (www.lexisnexis.com) features articles from business, consumer, and marketing publications plus tracking of firms, 
industries, trends, and promotion techniques. 
Factiva (www.factiva.com) specializes in in-depth financial, historical, and operational information on public and private companies. 
Hoover's, Inc. (www.hoovers.com) provides business descriptions, financial overviews, and news about major companies around 
the world. 
CNN (www.cnn.com) reports U.S. and global news and covers the markets and news-making companies in detail. 
American Demographics (www.demographics.com) reports on demographic trends and their significance for businesses. 

For government data: 

Securities and Exchange Commission Edgar database (www.sec.gov) provides financial data on U.S. public corporations. 
Small Business Administration (www.sba.gov) features information and links for small businkss owners. 
Federal Trade Commission (www.ftc.gov) shows regulations and decisions related to consumer protection and antitrust laws. 
Stat-USA (www.stat-usa.gov), a Department of Commerce site, highlights statistics on U.S. business and international trade. 
U.S. Census (www.census.gov) provides detailed statistics and trends about the US.  population. 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (www.uspto.gov) allows searches to determine who has filed for trademarks and patents. 

For lnternet data: 

ClickZ Stats/CyberAtlas (www.clickz.com/stats) brings together a wealth of information about the lnternet and its users, from 
consumers to e-commerce. 
Interactive Advertising Bureau (www.iab.net) covers statistics about advertising on the Internet. 
Jupiter Research (www.jupiterresearch.com) monitors Web traffic and ranks the most popular sites. 

--.-. ~ - "  -,-.,-.-- --.." ..-. "-"" . -.----~-..-.--.------.--..-----~--~.~--.~---.~-.~.-~-~,~----.-,,--..-,--..-~~- " --,-.-." ---------- 
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Su~veying Newly Expanded 
National Consumer Study (NCSf - f 
Unifying the Simmons Natronal x 

I over 30,000 Consumer Study and Simmons 
National Hispanic Consumer Study \ 

I nn92unlly rn The first syndicated research study 
that fuliv intearates the consumer \ 

Commercial database services such as Simmons sell an 
incredible wealth of information on everything from the 
products consumers buy and the brands they prefer to their 
lifestyles, attitudes, and media preferences. Simmons is "the 
voice of the American consumer." 

their lifestyles, attitudes, and media preferences. The Monitor ser- 
vice by Yankelovich sells information on important social and 
lifestyle trends. These and other firms supply high-quality data to 
suit a wide variety of marketing information needs.1•‹ 

Using commercial_online databases, marketing researchers - 
can c o n d u c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s e a r _ _ c ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~ a  s ourc e,s-. 
General database services such as Dialog, ProQuest, and 
LexisNexis put an incredible wealth of information at the key- 
boards of marketing decision makers. Beyond commercial w i b  ------ 
sites offering-inform~tio,n~Jcr~~fee~ almost every&n&s,zy=o- 

c--&iL...b 0-- --I=__ 

ciation, illi-i-- government agency, business publication, and news 

.=- -CU-CU-CUruu.~ medium off~~s~e~~info~~ati-ol;;;"fo4t~~e"tce~~i0~~%n"ough~t e 
find their Web sites. There are so many Web sites offering data 
that finding the right ones can become an almost overwrhelm- 
ing task. 

Secondary data can usually be obtained more _quickly and at 
a lower cost than primary data. Also, secondary sources can 
sometimes crovide data an individual company cannot collect 
on its own-information that either is not directly available or 
would be~o~expen.~vet~_cqll~t.~For example, it would be too 
expensive for Campbell to conduct a continuing retail store 
audit to find out about the market shares, prices, and displays of 
competitors' brands. But it can buy the L f o ~ c a n  service -from 
Information Resources, Inc., which provides this information 
based on scanner and other data from 34,000 supermarkets in 
markets around the nation. 

Secondary data can also pes,eg~_pro_4)1eems. T ~ ~ _ n ~ d ~ $  
information may not exist-researchers can rarely obtain all -- --- ---- ---= - > -- *--- >= * ==* 

the data they need from secondary sources. For example, 
Campbell will not find existing information about consumer 
reactions to new packaging that it has not yet placed on the 
market. Even when data can be found, they might not be very - - 
usable. The researcher must evaluate secondary information 
careful1yl.t a..m ake certain it i q $ w < ( f i t s  r e s ea r~h  project 

tively collected and reported). 
- - -- 

Online databases ------- Brima~3~ Data Colle~tion 
Computerized collect~o~ of ------ - , - - 
information available from Secondary data provide a good starting point for research and often help to define research 

*---- --------- - -. 
- .< . 

online commercial sourc& pr problems and objectives. In most cases, however, the company must also collect primary data. 
------.- --- - 

,,vvase Internet. Just as researchers must carefully evaluate the quality of secondary information, they also 
--- -. -- must take great care when collecting prirnar-y__d.tg.,They need to make sure that it will beh~l-; 

~~q,tLa~cqate,A_c~~entIIqsO-dd_~~La~~d,.2,Table 4.2 shows that designing a plan for primary data 
collection calls for a number of decisions on research approaches, contact methods, sampling 

e- __C_di_as--- er;a=-i --4=-"= 

plan, and research instr=t:. I___ 

-- -- 

Research approaches for gathering primary data include cbservatio~, s u r v e y s ~ d ~ g ; i -  
ments. Here, we discuss each one in turn. 

4. 
-rElanning..k%marL Data 

Q al~c&iol~ I Research Approaches Contact Methods Sampling Plan Research Instruments 

Observation Mail Sampling unit Questionnaire 
Survey Telephone Sample size Mechanical instruments 

, Experiment Personal Sampling procedure 
Online 

+ -- ^ - _  1 I-/.._ - ____ _ .-_* _ _  __ _ _ _  _ ^ _ ^  "- _ _  ^- * ^  _---_-- "--.A--dL--- 
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Observational research -- 
The m e r i n ~  of mimaw dala 
-IP 

. by observing relevant pe~ple, 

Clbservational -research involves gathering primary data by 
observing relevant people, actions, a n m e x a m p l e ,  a bank might evaluate possi- 
ble new branch locations by checking traffic patterns, neighborhood conditions, and the loca- 

actions. and situations. tion of competing branches. 
~esearchers often observe consumer behavior to glean insights they can't obtain by sim- 

ply asking c u s t o m e r s - q ~ i ~ ~ 4 ? ~ r ~ ~ 1 % e r - ~ r i c e  has set up an observation lab in 
which it can observe the reactions of little tots to new toys. The Fisher-Price Play Lab is a 
sunny, toy-strewn space where lucky kids get to test Fisher-Price prototypes, under the watch- 
ful eyes of designers who hope to learn what will get kids worked up into a new-toy frenzy. 
And Kimberly-Clark invented a new way to observe behavior through the eyes of 
consumers:ll 

A few years back, Kirhberly-Clark saw sales of its Huggies baby.wipes slip just as the 
company was preparing to launch a line of Huggies baby lotions and bath products. 
When traditional research didn't yield any compelling insights, K-C's marketers 
decided they could get more useful feedback just from watching customers' daily lives. 
They came up with camera-equipped "glasses" to be worn by consumers at home, so 
that researchers could see what they saw. It didn't take long to spot the problems-and 
the opportunities. Although women in focus groups talked about changing babies at a 
diaper table, the truth was they changed them on beds, floors, and on top of washing 
machines in awkward positions. The researchers could see they were struggling with 
wipe containers and lotions requiring two hands. 'So the compiny redesigned the wipe 
package with a push-button one-handed dispenser and designed lotion and shampoo 
bottles that can be grabbed and dispensed easily with one hand. 

Observational research can obtain information that people are unwilling or unable to pro- 
vide. In some cases, observation may be the only way to obtain the needed information. In 
contrast, some things ~ i m p l ~ ~ o s e r v e d  such as f,efLings-,-cEitudes a n w v u  

_-private %v.vr. Long-te~~~or~j,nfr_egu~~t_b_eha,vior is_al_so diffi-c~lt~~t_q_obse~,ve~Bemigse of 
these limitations, %e&chers often use observation along with other data collection methods. 

Ethnographic research A wide range of companies now use, e&nog~.aphic~_res_ea~. Ethnographic research 
A form of observationgl involves sending trained observers to watch and interact with consumers in their "natural 
research that involves habitat." Consider this example:12 
sen-s& ---- 
watch and interact wiLh -=-- 

Marriott hired design firm IDEO to help it take a fresh look at business travel and to 

qpnsumers in their "natura! rethink the hotel experience for an increasingly important customer: the young, 
habitat." tech-savvy road warrior. Rather than doing the usual customer surveys or focus 

group research, IDEO dispatched a team of consultants, including a designer, 
anthropologist, writer, and architect, on a six-week trip to mingle with customers 
and get an up-close and personal view of them. Covering 12 cities, the group hung 
out in hotel lobbies, cafes, and bars and asked guests to graph what they were doing 
hour by hour. 

By "living with the natives," they learned that hotels are not generally good at serv- 
ing small groups of business travelers. Hotel lobbies tend to be dark and better suited 

Observational research: Fisher-Price set up  a n  observation lab.in which it could observe the reactions of 
little tots to new toys. 
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to killing .time than conducting casual business. Marriott lacked places where guests 
could comfortably combine work with pleasure outside their rooms. One IDEO con- 
si~ltant recalls watching a female business traveler drinking wine in the lobby while 
trying not to spill it on papers spread out on a desk. "There are very few hotel services 
that address [such] problems," he says. The result: Marriott is reinventing the lobbies 
of its Mqriott and Renaissance Hotels, creating a "social zone," with small tables, 
brighter lights, and wireless Web access, that is better suited to meetings. Another 
area will allow solo travelers to work or unwind in larger, quiet, semiprivate spaces 
where they won't have to worry about spilling coffee on their'laptops or papers. 

Ethnographic research often yields the kinds of details that just don't emerge from tradi- 
tional research questionnaires or focus groups. "The beauty of ethnography," says a research 
expert, "is that it provides a richer understanding of consumers than does traditional 
research. Yes, companies are still using fo&s groups, surveys, and demographic data to glean 
insights into the consumer's mind. But closely observing people where they live and work . . . 
allows companies to zero in on their customers' unarticulated desires."13 

A ~ w & s e s e a ~ ~ h  Survey~se~arch, the most widely used method for primary data collec- 
Gathering primary da t a9  tion, is the a p p r o a c ~ b ~ ~ ~ & t e ~ f o r  gathering descriptive information. A company that wants 
asking people questions - to know about people's knowledge, attitudes, p fe fe rence~G"yi 'ng  behavior can often find 
a b a r  knowledge, 

,==----- 
out by asking them directly. 

__&t&d=-references,a nd The major advantage of survey research is its flexibility-it can be used to obtain many 
buylng behavior. - - 

.-------------%,- 

different kinds of information in many differe~?isifu~i~!~~owever, survey research also 
presents some problems. Sometimes people are unable to answer survey questions because 
they ~n-n,o~reme=m~er or have never thought about what they do and why. People may be 
unwilling to respond to unknown interviewers o r a b o u t  t h ~ ~ g ~ ~ e _ y - ~ ~ s ~ ~ p _ r & ~ t e .  ---. .kc. __ 
Respondents may~w~~s"Gvey-qu"esiiori~ even wxen they do not know the answer in order 
to appear smarter or Or they may try ft-l_%e interviewer by giving pleas- - 
ingan%@ ---- not take the time, or they might resent t h ~ i ~ ~ ~ i 6 i n  
into their privacy. 

Whereas~bsgrva t i~pjs~  b_est_kuite_d fo; exploratory rese_q~h and 
5.-- . -- -----. --- 

Experimental reszarch surveys for descriptive research, sxperimental research is best suited for gathering causal 
xtherlng primary databy -_infg~matio& ~x~e&mentWiGl% selecCng mat&G$g'zps of subjects, giving them d?ffefeiii - 
select~ng_matched_gmups-ot treatments, controlling unrelated factors, and checking for differences in group responses. 

--.=----- ----- 
subjects, givirtg_t~@-r~ 

."-=.=-- -I-.-= 

Thus, experimental research tries ~pJaincausezanandLeff~ct  relationsh&s. - - - -  - --a 

differen-t-mgtt,s, ---- -- For example, before adding a new sandwich to its menu, McDonald's might use experi- 
-_~~n~o!h~ng~elatedfactass, ments to test the effects on sales of two different prices it might charge. It could introduce the 

and checking for d!!e~",ces new sandwich at one price in one city and at another price in another city. If the cities are 
-"--- 

in group responses. similar, and if all other marketinn efforts for the sandwich are the same. then differences in 
L, 

*---- 
- .  . 

*-- --8 

sales in the two cities could be related to the price charged. 

Information can be collected~~~a~i,~~~~pPhone~~personal interview, or online. Table 4.3  
shows the strengths and weahesses of each of thesecontad rrietliods~ * 

----- 

S t s h s  and Weaknesses : ____ .----- 
of Contact Methods , Mail Telephone Personal Online 

- -- - - -- 

Flex~bility Poor Good Excellent Good , 
' Quantity of data that can be Good Fair Excellent Good 
: collected 
1 Control of interviewer effects Excellent Fair Poor Fair 

Control of sample fair Excellent Good Excellent I 
Speed of data collect~on Poor Excellent Good Excellent % 

I Response rate Fair Good Good Good , 

i Cost Good Fair Poor Excellent 
- - - - - - " -". * "b " &- - -- . - ----- 

Source: Adapted with permission of the authors, Donald S. Tull and Del I .  Hawkins, Marketing Research: , 

Measurement and Method, 7th ed. (New York: Macrnillan Publishing Company, 1993). 
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.Focus gloup interviewing 
Personal interviewing that 

=-- 

kolves inviting six to teno 
people to gather for a few --- 
hou r's%iEiTtX~ I-' " ,I"--"--.=.-.-- 
interviewer *-Or to talk ----- about -, .-. a, 
product service or 

-..-A-51cp-L- 

organization.-Th~intervpive-L 
0- --- - - 

"focuses" the group- -- --.-=- ----- ." 
d~scussion on irn~rtant 

---"_Y-=m-. - 
~ISSUe& 

Online rnarket@g research = -.-- 
Collecting prizary data .--.......- - --. 

-3M,ail p e q t i 0 ~ ~ 3 . m  can be used to collect 
large amounts of information st- per respondent. Respondents may give more honest 
answers to more personal questions on a mail questionnaire than to an unknown interviewer 
in person or over the phone. Also, ~o interviewer is involved to bias the respondent's answers. - - -"._ __ I ----- 

However, mail questionnaires are-n@ _~ery~Qex_i&iyall respondents answer the*ame 
questions in a fixed order. Mail surveys usually-t@=e longer_to,comp~$e, and the rss-p,o_ns,e 
= f E e ~ b " e r r O f ~ o p l e  returning completed questionnaires-is often vfr_Loz ~ m l ~ ,  
the researcher often has little control over the mail questionnaire sample. Even with a good *- C==--=------. 

mailing list, it is hard to •‹coiitrol0wh""o~t the mailing address fills out the questionnaire. 
~~ephone-jqt.e,~es&ggis the one of the best methods for gathering information=quii& 

and it provides~reaJer flexibility than mail questionnaires. Interviewers can explain difficult 
questions and, depending on the answers they receive, skip some questions or probe on oth- 
ers. Response rates tend to be higher than with mail questionnaires, and interviewers can ask 
t ~ ~ ~ ~ & t o  respon8ehts with the- desired characteristics or even by name. 

~o%ever, with t & p h o a & ~ t ~ ~ & ~ ~ t ~ @ ~ d ~ i ~ g i F : h e r  than with mail 
questionnaires. Also, people may ng~w~m.f to discuss p z o z a l  questions with an interviewer. 
The method introduces interviewer bias-the way interviewers talk, how they ask questions, 
and other differences may affect respondents' answers. Finally, different interviewers may 
interpret and record responses differently, and under time pressures some interviewers might 
even cheat by recording answers without asking questions. 

P,e,r~gn$&<e_yiewing,takes two forms--ns_vgu&a& g ~ ~ p L ~ ~ r v i e w i n g .  Individual 
interviewing involves talking with people in -----_l their .--.--.---..- homes or - offices, - ha-d on t h m i - @ . p p -  .-A'--- 

ping -- malls. Such interviewing is flexible. T~ained int_er_vi~weg+ can guide interviews, explain 
difficult questions, and explore issues as the situation requires. They can show subjects actual 
products;advertisements,-or packages and observe reactions and behavior. ~owevkr, individ- 
ual personal interviews may-=three to four times as much as telephone interviews. 

Group interviewingconsXt?of ----.----- inviting six to ten- to meet with a trained moderator 
to talk about a product, service, or organiz%Fon. ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ m ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ d ~ a ~  s-mg@u 
for attending. The moderator encourages free and easy discussion, hoping that group interac- 
tions will bring out actual feelings and thoughts. At the same time, the moderator "focuses" 
the discussion-hence the name focus group interview&. 

_ . _ _ _ _ _  __.--_I- ---* - 
Researchers and marketers watch the focus group discussions from behind one-way 

glass, and comments are recorded in writing or on video for later study. Today, focus group 
researchers can even usa.uideoconferenu&g and Intern&t_echnoIcgy to connect marketers in 
distant locations with live focus group action. Using cameras and two-way sound systems, 
marketing executives in a far-off boardroom can look in and listen, using remote controls to 
zoom in on faces and pan the focus group at will. 

Focus group interviewing has become one of the major marketing research tools for gain- 
ing insights into consumer thoughts and feelings. However, focus group studies present some 
challenges. They usually employ small samples ._______ to keep time -=__- and costs i--------- down, &d it may be 
hard to generalize from the resultsP"~oreover, consumers in focus groups are not always open 
a 7 p d h O n e ~ ~ f r ~ ~ ~ ~ f ~ ~ p ~ o ' P l e .  "There's pe~pr-essxe_in focus groups that gets in the 
way of finding the truth about real behavior and intentions," says one marketing executive.14 

Thus, although focus groups are still widely used, many researchers are tinkering with 
focus group design. For example, Cammie Dunaway, chief marketing officer at Yahoo!, prefers 
"immersion groups"-four or five people with whom  yahoo!'^ product designers talk infor- 
mally, without a focus group moderator present. That way, rather than just seeing videos of 
consumers reacting to a moderator, Yahoo! staffers can work directly with select customers to 
design new products and programs. "The outcome is richer if [consumers] feel included in 
our process, not just observed," says Dunaway.15 

Still other researchers are changing the environments in which they conduct focus 
groups. To help consumers relax and to elicit more authentic responses, they use su-i.~.gs that 
are more cornfort~kbl~ and m ~ ~ r g 1 & v V ~ & ~ h e ~ ~ $ ~ c , t ~  being researched. For example, they 
might conduct focus groups for cooking products in a kitchen setting, or focus groups for 
home furnishings in a living room setting. One research firm offers facilities that look just like 
anythng from a living room or play room to a bar or even a courtroom. 

Advances in communication technologies have resulted in a 
number of high-tech contact methods. The latest technology to hit marketing research is the 

through Internet surveys and--&terns Increasingly, marketing researchers are collecting primary data throug-G --- 
online-focus groups. --- I" keting research-Internet surveys, online panels, experiments, and-onlin - -- -- e c----- *---- C =I- 



i34 Focus group technology: 
Today, many researchers are 
employing videoconferencing 
and Internet technology t o  
connect marketers with live 
focus group action. 
ActiveGrou p allows researchers 
t o  view their focus groups and 
collaborate remotely from any 
location, no matter how 
distant. Says the company, "no 
traveling, no scheduling, no 
problems." 
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fact, by 2006, companies were spending an estimated 30 percent of their marketing research 
dollars online, making it the largest single data collection methodology.16 

Online research can take many forms. A company can include~~e~io,~a~~e_gnnifssW~~ 
site and offer incentives for completing it. Or it can use 2-mail,-Web 1ink~,~or~Web~~~o_p-~uj~~ to 
invite people to answer questions and possibly win a prize. The company can sponsor a:& 
ro_om-and introduce questions fcom time to time or conduct live discussions c~~o_n~~ne-.o~,u~ 
groups. A company can learn about the behavior of online customers by following their click 

s =  - -  - 
streams as they visit the Web site and move to other sites. A company can experiment with 
different prices, use different headlines, or offer different product features on different Web 
sites or at different times to learn the relative effectiveness of its offerings. It can float "trial 
balloons" to quickly test new product concepts. 

Web research offers some real advantages over traditional surveys and focus groups. The 
most obvious advantages are-speed-~d20,w-c_osts. Online focus groups require some advance 
scheduling, but results are pra&cally,instantane&s,17 

Looking for better methods of predicting consumer acceptance to potential new 
products, Pepsi recently turned to Invoke Solutions, an online consumer research 
company, which maintained several instant-message-style online panels of 80 to 
100 people. Using the panels, Pepsi delved into attitudes among Gen Xers toward 
drinking mineral water. In just a few hours, the beverage marketer was able to gather 
and process detailed feedback from hundreds of consumers. At first, Pepsi mar- 
keters were jazzed that the group liked the idea of high levels of mineral content in 
water. But after further exchanges with the online panel, Pepsi beverage scientists 
on the scene squelched higher mineral levels; that would require adding sugar, 
which consumers didn't want, to make the taste acceptable. Using the online pan- 
els, "conclusions that could take three to four months to sort out through regular 
focus groups . . .  got settled in a few hours," says an Invoke executive. 

Internet research is also relatively ~ _ O B Y = & I I .  Participants can dial in for a focus group 
fcom anywhere in  the world,&m&&ing tra~ml, lodging, &d fadity~cmts,. For surveys, the 
$tern$ eliminates most ~f~~~p~t,age~-ph?ne,-[rabor,~ and printingc&+ associated with other 
approaches. As a result, an Internet survey may be only 1.0 to-20 percent as expensive as mail, 
telephone, or personal surveys. Moreove~_~~~~@~~,s~z&~~1.jttle_ i~fllen~~e_e_o,n,co~fs. Once the 
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Increasingly, companies are moving their research onto the Web. According to 
this Greenfield Online ad, in  many ways, "it beats the old-fashioned kind." 

Sample .- - 
A segrn&t of the populat~on 

k - 7  

selected for rna~keting 
a*- 

research to represent the- 
population as a whole. 

0-r- - -  - .,- - - =  

questionnaire is set up, there's little difference 
in cost between 10 and 10,000 respondents on 
the Web. 

, W n e  surveysand f o m g r o ~ ~ ~  are also 
excellent for reaching the_-h-grdZ=tos~h-the 
often-elusive w d a &  
g d u c a _ f _ e d a m s .  It's also good for reaching 
working mothers and other people who lead 
busy lives. They respond to it in their own space 
and at their own convenience. The Internet also 
works well for bringing together people from 
different parts of the country, especially those in 
higher-income groups who can't spare the time 
to travel to a central site. 

Using the Internet to conduct marketing 
research does have some drawbacks. For one, 
restricted Internet access canmakeyt difficult 

- - 
to get a broad cross section of Americans. 
  ow ever, with Internet household penetration 
now at 64 percent in the United States, this is 
less of a problem. Another major problem is 
controlling who's in the sample. Without see- - . - . -.---z--=---- 

ing respondents, it's difficult tO&ow who they 
really are. 

Even when you reach the right respon- 
dents, online surveys and focus groups can 
lack the dynamics of more personal 
amroaches.   he online world is devoid of the 

I I 

eye contact, body language, and direct personal ---- ----==---- -- -_- _*__ - 
interactions found in traditionaTfoES-@Ep 

D-- -" _>_ ..---_n_--_- ..-=--- _ ,̂ __ 
research. And the Internet forstt-it;n'-n'-n?iiig, -- _̂---- 

typed commentary and online "emoticons" 
marks that express emotion, such 

as :-) to signify happiness)-greatly restricts 
res~ondent  e x ~ s s i v e n e s s .  ~lthou-eo 

*-"ma --.,"*."--<-- - --- 

impersonal nature of the Internet may shield 
people from excessive peer pressure, it  also prevents people from interacting with each 
other and getting excited about a concept. ~ = - - - - - - - - -  ------ 

P .I--- 

~zovercome such sample and response problems, many online research firms use 0 s -  
in communities a d  respondent panels. For example, online research firm Greenfield Online _-_ _--- _--- - - -== 

provides access to 12 million opt-in panel members in more than 40 countries. Advances in . - - 
;ethnology-such as the integration of animation, streaming audio and video, and virtual 
environments-also help to overcome online research dynamics limitations. 

Perhaps the most explosive issue facing online researchers concerns ccms.umer privacy 
Some fear that _uggh&letr will use the e-mail addresses and confidential 
responses gathered through surveys to sell products after the research is completed. They 
are concerned about the use-of electronic agents (such as Spambots or Trojans) that ~%1&&-, --?---_*.=_"--- -*" =-P 

personal informatioGlKout the respon&nts' cons-e;t. Failure to address such privacy 
.__-=-. = ----- Z- -_--l- ---=_ ---=- -2-2- C==̂ --4_ =----- --- 
issues could result in angry, less-cooperative consumzs and increased government inter- 
vention. Despite these * c ~ ~ i ~ ~ - ~ t r y  insiders p r e ~ ~ f h 5 ~ ~ y ~ i o " ~ - - f ~ n T ~ e  

Marketing researchers usually draw conclusions about large groups of consumers by studying 
a small sample of the total consumer population. A ~ ~ r n p l e  is a segment of the population 
selected for marketing research to represent the population as a whole. Ideally, the sample 
should be j ep r e sen t a t i~  so that the researcher can make accurate estimates of the thoughts 
and behaviors of the larger population. - - -  

Designing the sample requires three decisions. First, ~ h z j s ~ t o _ b e  surveyed (what 
- -- 

~ a m p l @ g = ~ n ~ ) , ?  The answer to this question is not always obvious. For example, to study the 
- -- 
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.4 
Types of Samples I 

! PROBABILITY SAMPLE 
Simple random sample Every member of the population has a known and equal chance of 

selection. 
Stratified random sample The population is divided into mutually exclusive groups (such as age 

groups), and random samples are drawn from each group. 
Cluster (area) sample The population is divided into mutually exclusive groups (such as 

blocks), and the researcher draws a sample of the groups to interview. 

I NONPROBABILITY SAMPLE 
/ Convenience sample The researcher selects the easiest po~ulation members from which to 

obtain information. 
.: Judgment sample The researche to select population 

members who urate information. 
i Quota sample The researcher finds and interviews a prescribed number of people in - 

each of several categories. 

decision-making process for a family automobile purchase, should the researcher interview 
the husband, wife, other family members, dealership salespeople, or all of these? The 
researcher must determine w&,info~matig~.isnee~d and_wh~-i-s_mostlik,e&-t~h~~(e it. 

Second, how many people should be surveyed @%-at ,~mpl_ehe,)?~L~~_a~2j"s giyz 
0 --=> 

more reliable resul?s , than~m~l sample~~However, larger samples usual l~cost  more,, and it is ------- 
not necessary to sample the entire target market or even a large portion to get reliable results. 
If well chosen, samples of less than 1 percent of a population can often givep@rejishi& 

O L--FF~-=--Y- 

Third, how sho,u.Jtbe_ p e d e  @-_tk2gqpJe be ch  en_ (what s q p _ I _ i _ n ~ _ r , o , ~ d , u ~ 4 ~  
Table 4.4 describes different kinds of samples. ~ s i n ~ & ~ _ b ~ b i l i ~ f ~ l e s ,  each population 
member has a known chance of being included in the sample, and reseGchers can calculate 
confidencelimitsJ~~samp1ing error. But when probability-sampling costs too much or takes _ - _-- ~.~~______1_________1_________1___~ 

too much time, marketing res<GcKers often take nonp~~bability__s_a_m~.le_s.~ even though their 
sampling error cannot be measured. These varied ways of drawing samples have different 
costs and time limitations as well as different accuracy and statistical properties. Which 
method is best depends on the needs of the research project. 

In collecting primary data, marketing researchers have a choice of two main research 
instruments~&..qu&onnaire a n d  mechanical devices. The g-uestionnaire is by far the 
most common inst<Uument, whether a d m i n i s t e r e d m i n ~ ~ ,  by-phana,.mr-e. 

Questionnaires are very$ exiblee-there are many ways to ask questions. ~ ! ~ g d - e n r d ~ ~ e ~  
tions include all the possible answers, and subjects make choices among them. Examples 

e. --- 

i n c l u d e ~ m u l l t i . l ~ ~ 2 ~ 5 e ~ ~ . ~ ~ i o n s s  ~ddSca~eeque_S tio,ns. Open-end cpzestiggs allow respon- 
dents to answer in their own words. In a survey of airlineLii^LlerS~~outhwest might simply ask, 
"What is o ~ i n ~ S Z 3 E ~ e ~  Airlines?" Or it might ask people to complete a sentence: 
"When I choose an airline, the most important consideration is. . . ." These and other kinds of 
open-end questions oftenrey_eahrgorg than closed-end questions because resp-ondgnnt.enot 

.-"A=--- -- ---- -- -- 
limited in their answers. =~-end g:ecjo@ are-eipeEially-~~se"ful j~~~exploratory resear&: 
when the researcher is trying to find out whha~p_eop~~Ti~thin,kbut Ggt &easFingho~-ma$y~-~o- 

, . p&&&&in a certain way. Closed-end questions, on the oiher hand, provide answers that are 
easier to is&,rEEf.f.and&~~~""'L""'L""'L""'L""'L~""'L 

-==,a.=-- 

Reseychers should also use care in the_wor&g,and or&~@g_of questions. They should 
use simple&J, mbiasgd wording. Questions should be arranged inal6;ical order. The 
first question should create interest if possible, and difficult or personal questions should be 
asked last so that respondents do not become defensive. A carelessly prepared questionnaire 
usually contains many errors (see Table 4.5). 

Although questionnaires are the most common research instrument, researchers also use 
m e c h a n i r z a . I - i n s t ~ ~ s  to monitor consumer behavior. Nielsen Media Research attaches * _-- 
people meters to television sets in selected homes to record who watches which programs. - - 

~etaile@%Ti~h~~ckout scanqsr-fp record shoppers' purchases. 
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A "Questionable 
Questionnaire" 

Suppose that a summer camp director has prepared the following questionnaire to use in 
interviewing the parents of prospective campers. How would you assess each question? 

1. What is your income to the nearest hundred dollars? People don't usually know their income to 
the nearest hundred dollars, nor do they want to reveal their income that closely. Moreover, a 
researcher should never open a questionnaire with such a personal question. 

2. Are you a strong or weak supporter of overnight summer camping for your children? What do 
"strong" and "weak" mean? 

3. Do your children behave themselves well at a summer camp? Yes ( ) No ( ) "Behave" is a 
relative term. Furthermore, are yes and no the best response options for this question? Besides, 
will people answer this honestly and objectively? Why ask the question in the first place? 

4. How many camps mailed or e-mailed information to you last year? This year? Who can 
remember this? 

5. What are the most salient and determinant attributes in your evaluation of summer camps? 
What are salient and determinant attributes? Don't use big words on me! 

6. Do you think it is right to deprive your child of the opportunity to grow into a mature person 
through the experience of summer camping? A loaded question. Given the bias, how can any 
parent answer yes? 

*--...- ....--. ~..~,-.~-" .-.-.------..,- -.... ,-.---=-----..*"-..--LL-A--. -.------..---. - , -.---" .,--- .---. - 

Other mechanical devices measure subjects' physical responses. For example, advertisers 
use eye cameras to study viewers' eye movements while watching ads-at what points their 

k - ---- 
eyes focus first and how long they linger on any given ad component. IBM's BlueEyes human 
recognition technology goes even further. 

BlueEyes uses sensing technology to identify and interpret user reactions. The 
technology was originally created to help users to interact more easily with a com- 
puter. For example, IBM is perfecting an "emotion mouse" that will figure out 
computer users' emotional states by measuring pulse, temperature, movement, 
and galvanic skin response. Another BlueEyes technology records and interprets 
human facial reactions by tracking pupil, eyebrow, and mouth movement. 
BlueEyes offers a host of potential marketing uses. Retailers are already using the 
technology to study customers and their responses. And in the not-to-distant 
future, more than just measuring customers' physical reactions, marketers will be 
able to respond to them as well. An example: creating marketing machines that 
"know how you feel." Sensing through an emotion mouse that a Web shopper is 
frustrated, an Internet marketer offers a different screen display. An elderly man 
squints at a bank's ATM screen and the font size doubles almost instantly. A 
woman at a shopping center kiosk smiles at a travel ad, prompting the device to 
print out a travel discount coupon. Several users at another kiosk frown at a racy 
ad, leading a store to pull it. In the future, ordinary household devices-such as 
televisions, refrigerators,'and ovens-may be able to do their jobs when we look at 
them and speak to them.lg 

eaating the Research Plan 
The researcher next puts the_marketing~e_s_earch-~-~&~action~,This i n v o l v e s ~ i ~ ,  

- ~ ; ~ _ c e s s i n g L L ~ d - ~ a l y z ~ n g , ~ e  informationIeData collection can be carried out by the com- 
pany's marketing research staff-of by outside firms. The data c ,~)~f :&njhase  of the mar- 
keting research process is generally thethe?-.&e arid fie- r n o s t s ~ b j s c _ t ~ o ~ ~  
Researchers should watch closely to make sure that the plan is implemented correctly. They 
must guard against problems with contacting respondents, with respondents who refuse to 
cooperate or who give biased answers, and with interviewers who make mistakes or take 
shortcuts. 

Researchers must also process and analyze the collected datasisolate inmmant infor- 
mation and findings. They need t o ~ h ~ a ~ f ~ c ~ a , c y Y Y a n _ d ~ ~ m p J . ~ ~ e n e s _ ; s S a n d  code it f& 

D .. - =---=c____ - --=---.--= 
analysis. The researchers then tabulate the results and compute statistical measures. 
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El Mechanical measures o f  
consumer response: New 
technologies can record and 
interpret human facial 
reactions. I n  the not-too- 
distant future, marketers may 
be using machines tha t  "know 
how you feel" t o  not just  
gauge customers' physical 
reactions, bu t  t o  respond t o  
them as well. 

The market researcher must now interpret the findings, @aw cogclu&oo_tl, and report them to 
management. The researcher should not try to overwhelm managers with numbers and fancy 
statistical techniques. Rather, the researcher should present important findings that are useful 
in the major decisions faced by management. 

However, interpretation should not be left only to the researchers. They are often experts 
" --------c-ne . --- ,--. --;F;o 

in research design and statistics, but the marketing mi.&&& knows more aEout the problem 
and the decisions that must be made.=The best'research means little if the manager blindly 
accepts faulty interpretations from the researcher. Similarly, managers may be biased-they 
might tend to accept research results that show what they expected and to reject those that 
they did not expect or hope for. In many cases, findings can be interpreted in different ways, 
and discussions between researchers and managers will help point to the best interpretations. 
Thus, managers and researchers must work togethe=losdy when interpreting research 
results, and both must share responsibility, for-the research process-and resul-@g decisionsR 

Information gathered in internal databases and through marketing intelligence and marketing 
research usually requires more analysis. And managers may need help applying the informa- 
tion to their marketing decisions. This help may include advanced statistical analysis to learn 
more about the relationships within a set of data. Such analysis a l l ~ i 3 > - & a n a g e ~ s ~ o ~  beyond 
means and standard deviations in the data and to answer questions about markets, marketing 
activities, and outcomes. 

Information analysis might also involve a collection of analytic-al--msde&: that will help 
marketers make better decisions. Each model represents so&e real system, process, or out- 
come. These models can help answer the of--if and which is best. Marketing 
scientists have developed numerous models to help marketing manazeEi -~2~b~ter-g-.k$- 

. ing mix decisions, design sales territories, and - sales - call plaps, sele-ci sites* for 1 --__ fetii.1 outlzs, 
c-r, =. -,>-,=--.- 2 

develop optimal advertising - 
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The question of how best to analyze and use individual customer data presents special prob- 
lems. Most companies are awash in information about their customers. In fact, smart compa- 
nies capture information at every possible customer tpuch point. These touch points include 

a= 

customer-purchases, sales force contacts, s~rvic~-g-pport calls, Web site visits, satisfac- 
t w s u r v e y s , d i t m r a c t f o n s ,  market research st-Y ?ZiEiEF* 
d- --. 

b &we en the cus~~%E~ZiZd-fh~~anZi~-- 
---~p-~-~ 

The trouble is that this inform~tion is usually _ scattered - ,_--.- -- ~ . l y ~ o ~ ~ - + ~  c q 5 a n m .  It 
is buried deep in the separate databases and records of different company departments. To 

Customer relationship overcome such problems, many companies are now turning to customer relationship man- 
--m-C R MI agement (CRM) to manage detailed information about i n d i v i d u i 1 ~ ~ G i s m ~  
---MZi@ing detailed _ m m a g e T ~ t T m T  "touch points" in order to maximize customer loyalty. 

information about individuaL CRM first burst onto the scene in the early 2000s. Many companies rushed in, imple- -- 
cusforners and carefully menting overly ambitious CRM programs that produced disappointing results and many 

-"managing customer "touc_h failures. More recently, however, companies are moving ahead more cautiously and imple- 
--I, points in order to rnaxirnlze menting CRM systems that really work. A recent study by Gartner Group found that 60 per- 

customer loyalty. 
p_---- - cent of the businesses surveyed intend to adopt or expand their CRM usage over the next 

two years. By 2007, U.S. companies will spend an estimated $73.8 billion on CRM systems 
from companies such as Oracle, Microsoft, and SAS.~O 

CRM consists of_so;~histicated-software and_-intn~y~~&~~s. that integrate customer 
information from all sources, analyze it in  depth, and apply the results to build stronger 
customer relationships. CRM integrates everything that a company's sales, service, and mar- 
keting teams know about individual customers to provide-a 360-degreevA:ww of th_e-cus- 
tomer relationship. --- 

1 

. , Your campelilnrs are doing Walevw mey can lo have customers walk [heir way. And since 1 

, 
allrilion is conlagious, a largeled, personalized response lo wslomw needs is mOR important . 
man ever in the llnancial services induslry. % S  business inleiligence and analytlcs soRware 

. ,.. .. , now onem me bniadesr w d  msl so@s(mled capabfme; lo genwale and leverage w l o r n ~ t  
inl&enceSoyoucanrec~nizeand-teradamltion~alewsr~lwdups~op~unit ier ! 

,... .. ..... . Undmtand me We m N  of wt~pajgm. Pnd keep a pnifilabk lqal ~ s l o r n s  base vbla d"ving 
toward gmwth. Learn vhy 98% of FORNNE Global MO' banks and more lhan o n e m  ol me 

wodd's w u r m  rely on SAS lo m a s e  awueness pmfils and shareholds W u e  

I rdnlzl"ZLr_Ylh pr_c.=-"w .ill-L;g"..,eT;)irtLe., rr 1. " c. mi. 7 rrr-  rru - . 1 r u -,, i . . ?.'- - - -. % 

E iUilCNh llriii, n̂ ,,,",'Y." 

.. ----- - - - -"--- - - - - - - -" 

CRM: SAS customer intelligence software helps companies to keep a 
profitable, Loyal customer base by leveraging customer information and 
developing targeted, personalized responses to customer needs. 

CRM analysts develop datg A w a r e h o e  and 
use sophisticated & a t c z , m z ~ ~  techniques to 
unearth the riches hidden in  customer data. A 
d - - - w ~ e & ~ e .  is_" _a elecgo&c 
database of finej-y-de).ed c u s t ~ r n e r i n f o r ~ g ~ n  _- =-- _."__,--- -li- 

$at needs to be&fted -&xough_€qrggm,s. The pur- - 
poseof a ?&a warehouse is not just to gather 
information, but to puUili&ge&<Jio_ a central, 
accessible 1ocatToK I ~ h e n ,  once the data ware- =----.- = ------ 

ouse brings the data together, the company uses 
high-powered -----I*A.- data mining -- techniques-Lopsift - - - 
+ p ~ g h ~ ~ e . m o u a d s  of data agd_dig-p_ut interest- -- -----\ ing findings about customers. . -_ __ / _..̂ -_F-Iz--- 

By using CRM to understand customers better, 
companies can provide higher levels of customer 
serv&e and develop deeper customer relation- 
ships. They can use CRM to pinpoint high-value 
customers, target them more effectively, cross-sell 
the company's products, and create offers tailored 
to specific customer requirements. For example, 
Harrah's Entertainment, the world's largest casino 
operator, maintains a vast customer database and 
uses its CRM system to manage day-to-day rela- 
tionships with important customers at its 4 3  casi- 
nos around the world (see Real Marketing 4.1). 

CRM benefits don't come without cost or risk, 
not only in collecting the original customer data but 
also in-maintaining-and mi&g it. The most com- 
mon CRM mistake is to view CRM only as a technol- 
ogy and software solution. But technology alone 
cannot build profitable customer relationships. 
"CRM is not a technology solution-you can't 
achieve . . . improved customer relationships by 
simply slapping in some software," says a CRM 
expert. Instead, CRM is just one part of an effective 
overall customer relationship management strategy. 
"Focus on the R," advises the expert. "Remember, a 
relationship is what CRM is all about."z1 
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When it works,Lhe benefits of CRM can-far-ogxggh the-c0stk.d risks: Based on a 
recent study by SAP, customers using iFEi=p CRM software reported an average 10 per- 
cent increase in customer retention and a 30 percent increase in sales leads. overall, 90 per- 
cent of the companies surveyed increased in value from use of the software and reported an 
attractive return on investment. The study's conclusion: "CRM pays off." "No question that 
companies are getting tremendous value out of this," says a CRM consultant. "Companies 
[are] looking for ways to bring disparate sources of customer information together, then get it 
to all the customer touch points." The powerful new CRM techniques can unearth "a wealth 
of information to target that customer, to hit their hot button."z2 

Marketing information has no value until it is& to-make-&ttermarketing~dec~~~oqs. Thus, 
the marketing information system must make the information readily available to the man- 
agers and others who make marketing decisions or deal with ~ < ~ o m i i - f n i % ~ e  cases, this 
means providing managers with r e g u l a ~ - ~ e ~ f o r m a n ~  e'oorts, jn.sgence updates, and 

I 

p t  o _ r e s u l f s o f  .researchstudies 
But marketing managers may also need nonroutine informatir0.r for special situations and -_  -_ -- -- 

on-the-spot decisions. For example, a sales manager having trouble with a large customer may 
want a summary of the account's sales and profitability over the past year. Or a retail store 
manager who has run out of a best-selling product may want to know the current inventory 
levels in  the chain's other stores. Increasingly, therefore, information distribution involves 
entering information into database=-dmaking it available in a t im_e&,~s~~;~~end_ly  way. 

Many firms use? co;PZPan&!&ranetjb facilitate this p r z s .  ~ k e  intranet provide; ready 
access to research information, stOredT_eports, shared work documents, contact information ---- --mi _- _------ A - _ - I - _ _ - 

J~~mp~y,egs_s_gand~o-@e~~,t&gho1ders2~~d more;   or exarGple;i~6 aUcatalGg i?d Web-r et ailef, 
integrates incoming customer service call;-with up-to-date database information about cus- 
tomers' Web purchases and e-mail inquiries. By accessing this information on the intm.net 
while speaking with the customer, iGo's service representatives can get a well-rounded pic- 
ture of each customer's purchasing history and previous contacts with the company. 

In addition, companies are increasingly allowing 
bers to access account, product, and other data on de - - 

>jmZrs;5e;elle?E; a S ~ T e ~ ~ E ~ T ~ ~ ~ 3 ~ r P P m m g m b  
- - -- - -  4- - -  -- - 

update their accounts, arrange purchases, and check orders against inventories to improve 
cistomer service. For exampie, bne insurance firm allows its 200 independent agents access 
to a Web-based database of claim information covering one million customers. This allows 
the agents to avoid high-risk customers and to compare claim data with their own customer 
databases. And Wal-Mart's RetailLink extm.net system provides suppliers with a two-year his- 
tory of every product's daily sales in every Wal-Mart store worldwide, letting them track 
when and where their products are selling and current inventory levels. Other retailers-are 
rolling out similar data-sharing systems,. including Lowe's (LowesLink) and Target 
(Partnersonline). 23 

Thanks to modern technology, today's marketing managers can gain direct access to the 
information system at any time and from virtually any location. They can tap into the system 
while working at a home office, from a hotel room, or from the local Starbuck's through a 
wireless network-anyplace where they can turn on a laptop and link up. Such systems allow 
managers to get the information they need directly and quickly and to tailor it to their own 
needs. From just about anywhere, they can obtain information from company or outside data- 
bases, analyze it using statistical software, prepare reports and presentations, and communi- 
cate directly with others in the network. 
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Companies everywhere covet the title "The world's great- 
est." Giant casino operator Harrah's Entertainment 
s that title in the gaming industry. Following its recent 

acquisition of Caesars Entertainment, Harrah's now captures a huge 
$7.1 billion in revenues from its 43 properties around the nation and 
world. The Harrah's portfolio includes such star-studded casino and 
gaming brands as Harrah's, Caesars, Horseshoe, Bally's, Flamingo, 
Showboat, and The World Series of Poker. 

The recent Caesars acquisition only adds to the luster of what was 
an already very successful company. In the four years prior to the 
acquisition, Harrah's annual sales grew 37 percent and profits soared 
76 percent. Harrah's stock is worth nearly two-and-a-half times its 
value five years ago, suggesting that Wall Street is betting on a bright 
future for the gaming giant. 

Why has Harrah's been so successful? Everyone at Harrah's will 
quickly tell you that it's all about managing customer relationships. 
When you get right down to it, in physical terms, all casinos are pretty 
much alike. Most customers can't distinguish one company's slot 
machines, game tables, restaurants, and hotel rooms from another's. 
What sets Harrah's apart is the way it relates to its customers and cre- 
ates customer loyalty. During the past decade, Harrah's has become 
the model for good CRM and customer-loyalty management. 

At the heart of the Harrah's CRM strategy is its pioneering card- 
based Total Rewards program, the gaming industry's first and by 
far most successful loyalty program. Total Rewards members 
receive points based on the amount they spend at Harrah's facili- 
ties. They can then redeem the points for a variety of perks, such 
as cash, food, merchandise, rooms, and hotel show tickets. Total 
Rewards forms the basis for a two-part CRM process. First, the 
company uses Total Rewards to collect a mother lode of informa- 
tion about customers. Then, it mines this information to identify 
important customers and finely tune its market offerings to their 
specific needs. 

Harrah's maintains a vast customer database. More than 80 per- 
cent of Harrah's customers worldwide--40 million customers in all- 
use a Total Rewards card. That's roughly one out of six adults in the 
United States alone. Information from every swipe of every card at 
each of Harrah's 43 casinos zips off to a central computer in 

Customer relationship management: Harrah's CRM system helps the 
company to focus its branding, marketing, and service development 
strategies on the needs of its most important customers. "We're trying 
to figure out which products sell, and we're trying to increase our 
customer loyalty." 

Memphis, Tennessee. That's a lot of information. Harrah's current 
data warehouse can store up to 30 terabytes (30 trillion bytes) of 
data, roughly three times the volume of data contained in the U.S. 
Library of Congress. Amazingly, Harrah's is rapidly reaching full infor- 
mation capacity and plans to double its data storage capabilities. 

Just l i ke  larger firms, smal l  organizations need market information. Start-up businesses need 
informat ion about their  industries, competitors, potent ia l  customers, and reactions to n e w  
market offers. Existing smal l  businesses must  track changes in customer needs and  wants, 
reactions to n e w  products, and changes in the competitive environment. 

Managers o f  smal l  businesses and  nonpro f i t  organizations often think that market ing 
research can be done on ly  b y  experts in large companies w i t h  b i g  research budget:. True, 
large-scale research studies arebeyond the budgets o f  most smal l  businesses. However, many 
o f  the marketing research techniques discussed in this chapter also can be used b y  smaller 
organizations in a less formal manner and at l i t t le  or n o  expense. Consider h o w  one small- 
business owner conducted market research o n  a shoestring before even opening h is  doors:24 

After a string o f  b a d  experiences w i t h  h i s  local  d ry  cleaner, Robert Byerley decided to 
open h i s  o w n  dry-cleaning business. B u t  before jumping in, he conducted plenty of  
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Analyzing all this information gives Harrah's detailed insights into 
casino operations. For example, "visualization software" can gener- 
ate a dynamic "heat map" of a casino floor, with machines glowing 
red when at peak activity, then turning blue and then white as the 
action moves elsewhere. More importantly, the information provides 
insights into the characteristics and behavior of individual cus- 
tomers-who they are, how often they visit, how long they stay, and 
how much they gamble and entertain. 

From its Total Rewards data, Harrah's has learned that 26 per- 
cent of its customers produce 82 percent of revenues. And these 
best customers aren't the "high-rollers" that have long been the 
focus of the industry. Rather, they are ordinary folks from all walks 
of life-middle-aged and retired teachers, bankers, and doctors 
who have discretionary income and time. More often than not, 
these customers visit casinos for an evening, rather than staying 
overnight at the hotel, and they are more likely to play at the slots 
than at tables. What motivates them? It's mostly the intense antici- 
pation and excitement of gambling itself. 

Using such insights, Harrah's focuses its marketing and service 
development strategies on the needs of its best customers. For 
example, the company's advertising reflects the feeling of exuber- 
ance that target customers seek. The data insights also help 
Harrah's do a better job of managing day-to-day customer relation- 
ships. After a day's gaming, by the next morning, it knows which 
customers should be rewarded with free show tickets, dinner vouch- 
ers, or room upgrades. 

In fact, Harrah's is now starting to process customer information 
in real time, from the moment customers swipe their rewards cards, 
creating the ideal link between data and the customer experience. 
Harrah's chief information officer calls this "operational CRM." Based 
on up-to-the-minute customer information, he explains, "the hotel 
clerk can see your history and determine whether you should get a 
room upgrade, based on booking levels in the hotel at that time and 
on your past level of play. A person might walk up to you while you're 
playing and offer you $5 to play more slots, or a free meal, or maybe 
just wish you a happy birthday." 

Harrah's CRM and customer-loyalty efforts are paying off in 
spades. The company has found that happy customers are much 

more loyal-whereas customer spending decreases by 10 percent 
based on an unhappy casino experience, it increases by 24 per- 
cent with a happy experience. And Harrah's Total Rewards cus- 
tomers appear to be a happier bunch. Compared with nonmem- 
bers, member customers visit the company's casinos more 
frequently, stay longer, and spend more of their gambling and 
entertainment dollars in Harrah's rather than in rival casinos. Since 
setting up Total Rewards, Harrah's has seen its share of customers' 
average annual gambling budgets rise 20 percent, and revenue 
from customers gambling at Harrah's rather than their "home 
casino" has risen 18 percent. 

Harrah's CEO Gary Loveman calls Total Rewards "the vertebrae 
of our business" and says, "it touches, in some form or fashion, 85 
percent of our revenue." He says that Harrah's "customer-loyalty 

. . .  strategy [and] relationship marketing are constantly bringing 
us closer to our customers so we better understand their prefer- 
ences, and from that understanding we are able to improve the 
entertainment experiences we offer." Another Harrah's executive 
puts it even more simply: "It's no different from what a good retailer 
or grocery store does. We're trying to figure out which products 
sell, and we're trying to increase our customer loyalty." Ka-ching! 
Through smart CRM investments, Harrah's has hit the customer- 
loyalty jackpot. 

Sources: Quotes and other information from Phil Bligh and Doug Turk, 
"Cashing In on Customer Loyalty," Customer Relationship 
Management, June 1, 2004, p. 48; Thomas Hoffman, "Harrah's Bets 
on Loyalty Program in Caesars Deal," Computerworld, June 27, 2005, 
p. 10; Daniel Lyons, "Too Much Information," Forbes, December 13, 
2004, p. 110; Suzette Parmley, "When Its Customers Return, a Casino 
Always Wins," Philadelphia Inquirer, April 15, 2005; Kai Ryssdal and 
Andrew Park, "Harrah's Database of Gamblers," transcript from 
Marketplace, August 4, 2005; Neal A. Martin, "A Tempting Wager," 
Barron's, April 10, 2006, pp. 28-30; John S. Webster, "Harrah's CTO 
Tim Stanley Plays 'Operational CRM,' " June 7, 2006, accessed at 
www.computerworld.com~ and Harrah's annual reports and other 
information accessed at http://investor.harrahs.com/ 
phoeni~.zhtml?c=84772&p=irol-reportsAnnuaI August 2006. 

market research. Mak ing a careful tour o f  the town, he observed a dry-cleaning estab- 
l i shment  in pract ical ly every s t r ip  mal l .  H o w  w o u l d  h i s  stand out? To find a n  
answer, Byerley spent an entire week in the l ibrary, researching the dry-cleaning 
industry. From government reports and trade publications, he learned i t  was a $16 
billion-a-year industry dominated b y  mom-and-pop establishments. Better Business 
Bureau reports showed that dry  cleaners accounted for a h igh  number o f  complaints. 
The number one criticism: "Cleaners didn't stand beh ind what they did," he says. To 
get input f rom potent ia l  customers, us ing a market ing firm, Byer ley h e l d  focus 
groups o n  the store's name, look, and brochure. H e  also took clothes to  the 1 5  best 
cleaners in t o w n  and h a d  focus-group members crit ique their work. In all, Byerley 
says h e  spent about $15,000 for the focus groups. Based o n  h is  research, he made a 
l i s t  o f  features for  h i s  n e w  business. F i rs t  o n  h i s  l is t :  H i s  business w o u l d  stand 
beh ind everything i t  did. No t  o n  the l ist: cheap prices. Creating the perfect dry-clean- 
i n g  establishment s imply wasn't compatible w i t h  a discount operation. 

H i s  research complete, Byerley opened Bibbentuckers, a high-end d ry  cleaner 
pos i t ioned o n  h igh-qua l i ty  service and  convenience. ~ i b b e n t u c k e r s  featured a 
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F i  Small businesses need market research, too. Before opening his own dry- 
cleaning business, Bibbentuckers owner Robert Byerley conducted plenty of Low- 
budget market research, including talking with prospective customers. "You have to 
think like Procter & Gamble." 

banklike drive-through area with 
curbside delivery. A computerized 
bar-code system read customer clean- 
ing preferences and tracked clothes 
all the way through the cleaning 
process. Byerley added other differeri- 
tiators, such as decorative awnings, 
refreshments, and TV screens. "I 
wanted a place people would be com- 
fortable leaving their best clothes, a 
place that paired five-star service and 
quality with an establishment that 
didn't look like a dry cleaner," he  
says. The market research yielded 
results-Bibbentuckers' business took 
off, turning a profit after only four 
months. Today, it's a thriving three- 
store operation. "Too many small- 
business owners have a technician's 
mind-set rather than a marketing 
mind-set," says a small-business con- 
sultant. "You have to think like 

Procter & Gamble. What would they do before launching a new product? They 
would find out who their customer is and who their competition is." 

Thus, managers of small businesses and nonprofit organizations can obtain good mar- 
keting information simply b y ~ P b ~ e r v i & g g ~ ~ , S ~ ~ ~ U n d ~ e ~  For example, retailers can 
evaluate new locations by observing vehicle and pedestrian traffic. They can monitor com- 
petitor advertising by collecting ads from local media. They can evaluate their customer 
mix by recording how many and what kinds of customers shop in the store at different 
times.-In addition, many small business managers routinely visii their rivals and&-> 

-I------- 

with comuetitors to gain insiehts. 
--*.mxA--. - 0.- *. =-------" - 

anagers can conduct ,inf~or,aJtlsu~evs, using small convenience_sampil% The direc- 
tor of an art museum can learn what patrons think--eT&~h%$"s by-ionducting i .nnf~- 
rnnfz-g_r?~p,s- invi t ing small groups to lunch and having discussions on topics of 
interest. Retail salespeople can talk with customers visiting the store; hospital officials can 
interview patients. Restaurant managers might make random phone calls during slack 
hours to interview consumers about where they eat out and what they think of various 
restaurants in the area. 

Managers also can conduct their own simple experiments. For example, by changing the 
themes in regular fund-raising "mailings &d i iGaTchi~-6e~"ults ,  a nonprofit manager can 
find out much about which marketing strategies work best. By varying newspaper advertise- 
ments, a store manager can learn the effects of things such as ad size and position, price 
coupons, and media used. 

Small organizations can.obtain most of the2econdary data avajkaple to large b u ~ i -  
+ness%s. In addition, many ~gi~ns,lg~~~dia,chambers-of FommerceThd goyern- 
ment agencies-provide special help to small organizations. The U.S. Small ~ u s i n e s s  . - 
~dml'nistration offers dozens of free publications and a Web site (www.sbaonline.sba.gov) 
that give advice on topics ranging from starting, financing, and expanding a small busi- 
ness to ordering business cards. Other excellent Web resources for small businesses 
include the U.S. Census Bureau (www.census.gov) and the Bureau of Economic Analysis 
(www.bea.gov). 

The business sections at localiibr_aries can also be a good source of information. Local - .--- -" i--* - T- F --? -% 

newspapers often provide informationX&%l shoppers and their buying patterns. Finally, 
small businesses can collect a considerable amount of information at very little cost on the 
, I g t e ~ s .  They can scour competitor and customer Web sites and use Internet search engines 
to research specific companies and issues. 

In summary, secondary data collection, observation, surveys, and e x ~ & m e n t ~ _ c y  all 
be used e f f e c t i v ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ; h d l  ~ i~an i za t~o%F%i tE~~ma l l  budgets.Althou~h these informal 
research methods are less complex and less costly, they still must be conducted carefully. 
Managers must think carefully about the objectives of the research, formulate questions in 
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Some of the Largest 
research services firms have 
large international 
organizations. ACNielsen has 
ofices i n  more than 100 
countries, here Germany and 
Japan. 

advance, recognize the biases introduced by smaller samples and less skilled researchers, 
and conduct the research sy~temat ica l ly .~~  

International IHarketing 
International marketing researchers follow the same steps as domestic researchers, from 
defining the research problem-an~~~&-~~ng_a~-~ch plan to interpreting and reporting 
~ i m e ~ v ~ " e ~ ~ ~ r e s w c h e r s  often face m o r e ~ ~ d i f f ~ r % i i t ~ r ~ b - l e ~ ~ : ~ ~ h e r e a s -  

a,<>. 

domestisesearchers deal with fairly homogenous markets within a single country, interna- 
tional researchers deal g t h  d i v e r ; ~ m & e ~ a n y j d i f f e r e n t n t r i e s .  These markets 
often vary greatly in their levels of economic development, cultures iZEGstoms, and buy- 
ing patterns. 

In many foreign markets, the international researcher may have a difficult time find- 
i n g ~ o o d  secondary &ts. Whereas U.S. marketing researchers can o%fa'EZeli~%lkTFG- - ̂F---r- .-- --. 
ondary data from dozens of domestic research services, many countries have almost no 
research services at all. Some of the largest international research services do operate in 
many countries. For example, ACNielsen Corporation (owned by VNU NV, the world's 
largest marketing research company) has offices in more than 100 countries. And 67 per- 
cent of the revenues of the world's 25 largest marketing research firms comes from outside 
their home countries.26 However, m o g ~ ~ - = c f : & f i r m , s ~ g g t ~ n _  o_n_1y arelati? handful of 
countries. Thus, even when secondary information is available, it usually m u s t l e  

9 _ _--UY_ 

obtained from many different sources on a country-by-country basis, making the informa- 
tion,difficult~~omhinear-compare. 

Because of the scarcity of good secondary data, international researchers often must_c_oJZ 
lect their own primary data. Here again, researchers face problems not found domestically. 

v--3--- -- ,,------ 0 

For example, &ey may findit diffifiult simply to deve lo~gw&ampk~ .  U.S. researchers can 
use current telephone directories, census t r ~ ~ $ ~ & d  any of several sources of socioeco- 
nomic data to construct samples. However, such information is largely lacking in many 
countries. 

Once the sample is drawn, the U.S. researcher usually can reach most respondents eas- 
ily by telephone, by mail, on the Internet, or in  person. Reaching respondents is often not 
so e a s f i ~ Z ~ ~ ~ s s ~ ~ ? h ~ ~ o Y l X ~ X X 5 e X ~ h ~ i n - ~ e ~ i c ~  cannot rely on telephone, 
Internet, and mail data collection-most data collection is door to door and concentrated 
in three or four of the largest cities. In some countries, few people have phones or personal 
computers. For example, whereas there are 1,118 telephone subscriptions and 544 PCs per 
thousand people in the United States, there are only 354 phone subscriptions and 54 PCs 
per thousand in Mexico. In Ghana, the numbers drop to 21 phone subscriptions and 3 PCs 

ktonnrtrnentbervaM1l(ee@klwi@i 
ud-lQiPUmLi 
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per thousand people. In some countries, the postal system is notoriously unreliable. In 
Brazil, for instance, an estimated 30 percent of the mail is never delivered. In many devel- 
oping countries, poor roads and transportation systems make certain areas hard to reach, 
making personal interviews difficult and expensive.27 

Cultural differences from country to country cause additional problems for international 
D;-- --- - 

researchxEguagGthe s= ------ --- most obvious obstacle. For example, questionnaires must be pre- 
pared in one language and then translated into the languages of each country researched. 
Responses then must be translated back into the original language for analysis and interpreta- 
tion This adds to.se_se~cAcnsis and_~i~~~~se~~he~-~is_ks o f ~ s o r .  

Translating a questionnaire from one language to another is anything but easy. Many 
idioms, phrases, and statements mean different things in different cultures. For example, a 
Danish executive noted, "Check this out by having a different translator put back into English 
what you've translated from English. You'll get the shock of your life. I remember [an example 
in which] 'out of sight, out of mind' had become 'invisible things are insane.' "28 

Consumers in different countries also vary istheir attitudeGo~~g-d.m-ilr,k,e_t&g research. 
People in one country may be very willing to respond; in other countries, nonres'p~njicin 
be a major problem. Customs in somv-coufit-rieKay prohibit people @om-tslking with 
strangers. In certain cultures, research questions often are considered too personal. For 
example, in many Latin American countries, people may feel embarrassed to talk with 
researchers about their choices of shampoo, deodorant, or other personal care products. 
Similarly, in most Muslim countries, mixed-gender focus groups are taboo, as is videotap- 
ing female-only focus groups. 

Even when respondents are willing to respond, they may not be able to because of high 
functional illiteracy rates. And middle-class people in developing countries often m a k e z e  -- --a-4 --- %- SF-====* 

claims in orxer to appear well-off. For example, in a study of tea consumption in India, over 
70 percent of middle-income respondents claimed that they used one of several national 
brands. However, the researchers had good reason to doubt these results-more than 60 per- 
cent of the tea sold in India is unbranded generic tea. 

Despite these problems, the recent growth of international marketing has resulted in a 
rapid increase in the use of international marketing research. Global companies have little 
choice but to conduct such research. Although the costs and problems associated with inter- 
national research may be high, the costs of not doing it-in terms of missed opportunities and 
mistakes-might be even higher. Once recognized, many of the problems associated with 
international marketing research can be overcome or avoided. 

Public Policy and Ethics in 
Most marketing research benefits both the sponsoring company and its consumers. Through 
marketing research, companies learn more about consumers' needs, resulting in more satis- 
fying products and services and stronger customer relationships. However, the misuse of 
marketing research can also harm or annoy consumers. Two major public policy and ethics 
issues in marketing research are intrusion_son - consumer privacy and the misuse of research 

--o-.ieia----=--I-- ------ - -----___q_Y 

findings. ----- 
Intrusions sm Gomsuxner Privacy 
Many consumers feel positive about marketing research and believe that it serves a useful 
purpose. Some actually enjoy being interviewed and giving their opinions. However, others 
strongly resent or even mistrust marketing research. A few consumers fear that researchers 

%____ .- _-- - -_- ..,--..- ,-- ---=. A-z.-.. --- 
might use sophisticated techniques to probe our deepest feelings pr peek over our shoulders 
and then use this knowledge to manipulate=oE b'uTiG--cs% ~ e a l  Marketing 4.2). Or they 
worry that marketers are building h~g_e-d&a_b_as~~fUlof personal information about cus- 

---.- --_= -=-. 
tomers. For example, consider a company called Acxiom: -.=a 

Never heard of Acxiom? Chances are it's heard of you. Once upon a time in America, 
a savvy local store clerk knew that you had, say, three kids, an old Ford, a pool, and 
a passion for golf and yellow sweaters. Today Acxiom is that store clerk. It's the 
world's largest processor of consumer data, collecting and massaging more than a bil- 
lion records a day. Acxiom's database on 96 percent of U.S. households gives mar- 
keters a so-called real-time, 360-degree view. of their customers. How? Acxiom pro- 
vides a 13-digit code for every person, "so we can identify you wherever you go," 
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says the company's demographics guru. Each person is placed into one of 70 lifestyle 
clusters, ranging from "Rolling Stones" and "Single City Struggles" to "Timeless 
Elders." Acxiom's catalog offers businesses hundreds of lists, including a "pre- 
movers file," updated daily, of people preparing to change residences, as well as lists 
of people sorted by the frequency with which they use credit cards, the square 
footage of their homes, and their interest in the "strange and unusual." Its customers 
include eight of the country's top ten credit-card issuers, seven of the top ten retail 
banks, seven of the top 10 retailers, and all of the top 10 automakers. Acxiom may 
even know things about you that you don't know yourself.29 

Other consumers may have been taken in by previous "=ch surv~ys" that actually 
~ e d p u t t o b e - g t e m p t s - ~ ~ ~ e , l ~ _ t h e m T g ~ g ~ ~ f t g .  Still other consumers confuse legitimate 
marketing research studies with telemarketing efforts and say "no" before the interviewer can 
even begin. Most, however, simply resent the intrusion. They -mail, teleedme, or Web 
surveys that a r ~ s o  long-or too personal or that interrupt them at inconvenient times. 

Increasing consumer reZeGbGeKfK$s become a major problem for the research industry. 
One recent survey found that 70 percent of Americans say that companies have too much of 
consumers' personal information, and 76 percent feel that their privacy has been compro- 
mised if a company uses the collected personal information to sell them products. These con- 
cerns have led to lower survey response rates in recent years.30 

Other studies found that 59 percent of constimers had refused to give information to a 
company because they thought it was not really needed or too personal, up from 42 percent 
five years earlier. And 71 percent of consumers believe that protecting information is more of 
a concern now than it was a few years ago. "Some shoppers are unnerved by the idea of giv- 
ing up any information at all," says an analyst. When asked for something as seemingly harm- 
less as a zip code, "one woman told me she always gives the zip code for Guam, and another 
said she never surrenders any information, not even a zip code, because "I don't get paid to 
help them with market research."31 

The research industry is considering several options for responding to this problem. One 
example is the Council for Marketing and Opinion Research's "Your Opinion Counts" and 
"Respondent Bill of Rights " initiatives to _eduqateco-~~-~erga~o~u~&g&~fi_t~f_~m~keting 
research, and to d i ~ t i n ~ ~ ~ h ~ ~ ~ f . o , ~ ~ ~ l ~ p ~ _ o ~ ~ ~ $ l f n g ~ ~ d  cl,af.a,se-bdil,ng. The industry also 
has considered adopting_b_gads_t-g,d_ar&, perhaps based on The ~nterngtional Chamber of 
Commerce's International Code of Marketing and Social Research Practice. This code outlines 
researchers' responsibilities to respondents and to the general pb l i c .  For example, it says ---__ _ 
that research%G*5Kfi1d m&e theb%%~s -Eid-id&&&is&aiiable G a r t i c i p  ants. It also bans 
companies from representing activities such as database compilation or sales and promo- 
tional pitches as research.32 

Most major companies-including IBM, CitiGroup, American Express, Bank of 
America, and Microsoft-have nowaPPointe_dd-a-"h?f pr&acy officer (cPo)," whose job is 

to s+f.g~afd--@e_prkV_aC~Sf:C@n~gmes who do 
t business with the company. The chief privacy 

@ Consumer privacy: American Express was one o f  the f i rst  companies t o  post i t s  
privacy policies on the Web. "American Express respects your privacy and is  
committed t o  protecting it a t  a l l  times." 

officer for Microsoft says that his job is to come 
up with data policies for the company to fol- 
low, make certain that every program the com- 
pany creates enhances_customer privacy, and 
inform -a__nd..rl-e d~~ee~gmpcal?.YYem~&lyj~~&o,~t 
privacy issues and concerns. Similarly, IBM's - 
C P O d I g i m m h e r  job re4uires "multidisci- 
plinary thinking and attitude." She needs to 
get all company departments, from technology, 
legal, and accounting to marketing and com- 
munications working together to safeguard 
customer privacy. 33 

American Express, which deals with a con- 
siderable volume of consumer information, has 
long taken privacy issues seriously. The com- 
pany developed a set of formal privacy princi- 
ples in 1991, and in 1998 it became one of the 
first companies to p o s t m y , p , ~ L c i e s  on its 
Web site. Its online Internet privacy s faEien t  
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Stepping into a Gap store at the South Shore Shopping 
Plaza on a recent evening, Laura Munro became a 

research statistic. Twelve feet above her, a device resembling a 
smoke detector, mounted on the ceiling and equipped with a hidden 
camera, took a picture of her head and shoulders. The image was fed 
to a computer and shipped to a database in Chicago, where 
ShopperTrak, a consumer research firm, keeps count of shoppers 
nationwide using 40,000 cameras placed in stores and malls. 

ShopperTrak is a leader in an emerging market research field 
called "video mining." Video miners use advanced computer soft- 
ware to sort through video images, plucking data of interest. to mar- 
keters, without a human ever seeing the video. ShopperTrak says it 
doesn't take pictures of faces. The company worries that shoppers 
would perceive that as an invasion of privacy. But nearly all of its 
videotaping is done without the knowledge of the people being 
taped. "I didn't even know there was a camera up there," says Ms. 
Munro, who popped into the mall on her way home from work to 
find a gift for her 12-year-old daughter. 

Using such video information, ShopperTrak calculates and sells 
many valuable tidbits of data. For example, by comparing the num- 
ber of people taped entering the store with the number of transac- 
tions, it arrives at a so-called "conversion ratew-the percentage of 
shoppers that buys versus the percentage that only browses. At a 
broader level, by combining video data gleaned from 130 retail 
clients and 380 malls with consumer spending data obtained from 

credit-card companies and banks, ShopperTrak can estimate 
sales and store traffic figures for the entire retail industry. Gap and 
other retail clients pay ShopperTrak for the store-level data. 
ShopperTrak sells the broader industry data to economists, 
bankers, and retailers. 

More and more companies are now employing video miners to 
help them peek in on their customers. Video-tracking cameras, with 
lenses as small as a quarter, can provide data on everything from the 
density of shopping traffic in an aisle to the reactions of a shopper 
gazing at the latest plasma TV set. The cash register is a popular spot 
for cameras. But cameras can also be found in banks, fast-food out- 
lets, and hotel lobbies (but not guest rooms). 

Many companies now use video mining along with other tradi- 
tional methods to help gain more rapid, accurate, and complete 
insights. For example, Kahn Research Group recently used video 
mining along with sales analysis and in-store behavioral tracking to 
determine what was and was not working to increase sales at Subway 
fast-food restaurants. Ka hn's researchers hid golf-ball-sized cameras 
in several Subway restaurants to track customers' eye movements 
during the order process. Video analysis revealed that before and 
while sandwiches were being assembled, customers focused on the 
"sandwich artists" rather than on the menu board or promotional dis- 
plays. In particular, drinks and sides received little customer notice. 
The researchers suggested that Subway move drinks and sides to a 
point where consumers would view them after making the major 

Serving customers better or invading their privacy? Video miners use advanced computer software to sort 
through video images, plucking data of interest to marketers. Smile, you're being video mined! 

tells customers in clear terms what informat ion American Express collects and h o w  it uses i t ,  
h o w  it safeguards the information, and h o w  it uses the informat ion to market t o  i ts customers 
(w i t h  instructions o n  h o w  to opt out). 

In the end, i f  researchers prov ide value in exchange for informat ion,  customers w i l l  
g ladly provide it. For  example, Amazon.com's customers do n o t  mind i f  the firm bu i lds  a 
database o f  products they b u y  in order to prov ide future product  recommendations. This 
saves t ime  and  prov ides value. Simi lar ly,  Bizrate users g lad ly  complete surveys ra t i ng  
on l ine  seller sites because they can v i e w  the overall ratings o f  others w h e n  mak ing pu r -  
chase decisions. The best approach i s  for researchers to ask on ly  for the jn format ion  -$hz 
need, to- use i t  respons ib ly to  p ~ o v i d e  customer value, and  to  avo id  sharing in format ion  
w i thout  the customer's permission. 

Research studies can be power fu l  persuasion tools; companies of ten use s tudy results as 
claims in their advertising and promotion. Today, however, many research studies appear to 
be l i t t le  more than vehicles for p i tch ing the sponsor's products. In fact, in some cases, the 
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sandwich decision but before reaching the cash register. The 
research also revealed that promotions dangling from the ceiling 
were often ignored-Subway now uses table tents to remind cus- 
tomers to buy a snack for later. 

Video mining software is fast-taking only hours to complete 
image interpretation tasks that might have taken weeks for humans 
to do. For example, Kahn's computers took only a couple of days to 
sift'through 192 hours of tape on some 1,200 shoppers. Had Kahn 
tried to personally interview that many people, the process would 
have taken much longer, and the presence of the researchers might 
have annoyed shoppers and affected the results. "Nobody knew they 
were being recorded," says Greg Kahn of Kahn Research Group, 
"and our work didnlt interfere with the store environment." Moreover, 
had people known they were being taped, he says, "I know many of 
the shoppers would have stuck their hands in front of the camera 
lens and refused to be recorded." 

Video mining proponents say their research cameras are less inva- 
sive than security cameras, because their subjects aren't scrutinized 
as closely as security suspects. The images are studied only by the 
software and not by people, they say, and the videos are destroyed 
when the research is done. And marketers use the information to give 
their customers improved products and better service. "A driving 
force behind this technology is the fact that businesses want to be bet- 
ter prepared to serve their customers," says one marketing professor. 

Still, the eavesdropping potential of video mining can be a bit 
unnerving. For example, VideoMining, another shopper-monitoring 
firm, set up cameras in two McDonald's restaurants to find out which 
customer types would find a new salad item most appealing. The 
research was done without consumers' knowledge. By measuring the 
shapes of people's faces, VideoMining's sensors were able to provide 
a breakdown of each salad buyers' race, gender, and age. The videos 
also revealed the length of time these customers spent waiting in line 
or looking at the menu before ordering. Looking ahead, the technol- 
ogy already exists for matching a photo with an individual's identity. 
Theoretically, retailers with customer databases built from the use of 
loyalty cards, store credit cards, and other in-house programs could 
link a transaction at a cash register with the face of a shopper 
appearing on the videotape. Smile, you're being video mined! 

So, although video mining offers much promise for marketers 
and researchers, it also raises important privacy issues. People 
have pretty much learned to live with the approximately 29 million 
security cameras around the nation videotaping them in airports, 
government buildings, offices, schools, stores, busy intersections, 
and elsewhere. But few consumers are aware that they are being 
filmed for market research. Security is one thing, but the American 
public isn't likely to be as tolerant of secret market research using 
videotape. 

Marketers appear to recognize this fact. ShopperTra k discloses its 
clients-the list includes, among others, Gap and its Banana 
Republic unit, The Limited and its Victoria's Secret chain, Payless 
Shoesource; American Eagle Outfitters, and Children's Place Retail 
Stores. However, several other research companies that videotape 
shopp'ers say they sign agreements with clients in which they pledge 
not to disclose their names. Their clients want the taping to be secret, 
worrying that shoppers would feel alienated or complain of privacy 
invasion if they knew. 

They're probably right to worry. Katherine Albrecht, founder and 
director of Caspian, a consumer-advocacy group, says consumers 
have "no idea such things as video tracking are going on," and they 
should be informed. When she tells them about such activities, she 
says the response she often hears is, "Isn't this illegal, like stalking? 
Shouldn't there be a law against it?" Robert Bulmash, a consumer- 
privacy advocate, says that being in a retailer's store doesn't give a 
retailer "the right to treat me like a guinea pig." He says he wonders 
about assurances that images are destroyed, because there isn't 
any way to verify such claims. The pictures "could be saved some- 
where in that vast digital universe and some day come back to 
haunt us," he says. 

Source: Portions adapted from Joseph Pereira, "Spying on the Sales Floor: 
'Video Miners' Use Cameras Hidden in Stores to Analyze Who Shops, What 
They Like," Wall SfreetJournal, December 21,2004, p. B1. Other informa- 
tion from Kelly Sitch, "'Mining' Software Studies Shoppers," The Digital 
Collegian, January 11, 2005, accessed at www.collegian. psu.edu/archive/ 
2005/01/01-11-05tdc/01-11-05d~~ihealth-01.asp; Kahn Research Group 
(www.webehavior.corn), July 2006; and www.videomining.com, July 2006. 

research surveys appear to  have been designed just t o  p roduce  the  in tended effect. F e w  adver- 
tisers open ly  r i g  the i r  research designs o r  blatantly,misrepresent the  f indings; mos t  abuses --- r- - 
t e n d  t o  b e  subtle "stretches.: Consider the  f o l l o w i n g  examples:35 

A study by Chrysler contends that  Amer icans overwhe lming ly  prefer Chrysler t o  Toyota 
after test-driving both.  However, the  s tudy  i n c l u d e d  just 100 people in each o f  t w o  tests. 
M o r e  important ly ,  none  o f  the people surveyed o w n e d  a fore ign car brand, so they 
appear to  b e  favorably predisposed t o  U.S. brands. 

A B lack  Flag survey asked: "A roach  d i s k  . . .  poisons a roach  slowly. T h e  d y i n g  roach  
returns t o  the  nest a n d  after it dies i s  eaten b y  other roaches. In turn these roaches 
become poisoned a n d  die. H o w  effective d o  y o u  think this t ype  o f  p roduc t  w o u l d  be  in 
k i l l i n g  roaches?" N o t  surprisingly, 79 percent  sa id  effective. 

A p o l l  sponsored by the  disposable d iaper indus t ry  asked: "It i s  estimated that  disposable 
diapers account for  less t h a n  2 percent  o f  the  t rash in today's landfi l ls. In contrast, bev- 
erage containers, third-class ma i l ,  and y a r d  waste are estimated t o  account for about 2 1  
percent  o f  the trash in landf i l ls .  G i v e n  this, in y o u r  opin ion,  w o u l d  i t  b e  fair to  ban dis- 
posable diapers?" Again, n o t  surprisingly, 84 percent  said no .  
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Thus, sub t le~mm@pula t ions  o f  t h e  study's sample o r  the  choice o r  w o r d i n g  o f  questions c a n  
greatlyzffeci the  conclusions reached. 

In other cases, so-called independent  research studies are actual ly  p a i d  fo r  by companies 
with an interest in the  o u t c ~ m e . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g e ~ ~ n ~ s f ~ d y , a s s w n p t i o n s  o r  in h o w  results are 
interpreted c a n  sub t l y  affect the  d i rec t ion  o f  the  results. Far rrefEp1e, a t  least four  w i d e l y  
quo ted  studies compare t h e  env i ronmenta l  effects o f  u s i n g  disposable diapers t o  those o f  
u s i n g  c l o t h  diapers. T h e  t w o  studies sponsored by the  c l o t h  d iaper indus t ry  conclude tha t  
c l o t h  d iapers are m o r e  env i ronmenta l l y  f r iendly.  N o t  surpr is ingly,  t h e  other  t w o  studies, 
sponsored by the  disposable d iaper industry, conclude just the  opposite. Yet  b o t h  appear t o  b e  
correct given the  u n d e r l y i n g  assumptions used. 

Recogniz ing tha t  surveys c a n  b e  abused, several associations-including the  9 e r i c a n  
Marke t ing  Association, Mark&ngR@~ar~hA.s~sociari~n, a n d  t h e  C,g.unciI of&nrkan_\qy 

----.---=-.- - - 
R~O~annp_iza~on,s&,ASRO)-have developed ~ ~ d ~ - ~ f f e ~ e g & e t h i c ~ ~ ~ d - s t _ ~ d ~ d s  o f  
conduct. F o r  example, the  CASRO Code o f  Standards and Ethics for  Survey Research ou%s - L- . ----- 
researcher respo~_sjb~~~t~~too_re_sp~~d~g,ts,inciu~~ngg~~pfi4~nti_.L5~~~pri_v_a~~=d i z y & ~ ~ : ~  
o f  harassme& It also out l ines ma jo r  responsib i l i t ies in repor t ing  results t o  c l ients and the' 

In the  end, however, une th ica l  o r  inappropr iate actions cannot s i m p l y  b e  regulated 
away. Each  company  m u s t  accept- resp~o_nsjb~j~~~foyr_9-01~ing &%.he and-rep?-ing-afiti; 
o w n  marke t ing  research&o protect  c c o n s ~ ~ e j ~ ~ b ~ s t i n t ~ ~ e , s f S f S f S ~ d c i ~ ~ ~ _ o w n .  
A" h- -.- 

In today's complex and rapidly changing marketplace, marketing man- 
agers need more and better information to make effective and timely 
decisions. This greater need for information has been matched by the 
explosion of information technologies for supplying information. Using 
today's new technologies, companies can now obtain great quantities of 
information, sometimes even too much. Yet marketers often complain 
that they lack enough of the right kind of information or have an excess of 
the wrong kind. In response, many companies are now studying their 
managers' information needs and designing information systems to help 
managers develop and manage market and customer information. 

1. Explain the importance of information to the company and its under- 
standing of the marketplace. 
The marketing process starts with a complete understanding of the 
marketplace and consumer needs and wants. Thus, the company 
needs sound information in order to produce superior value and satis- 
faction for customers. The company also requires information on 
competitors, resellers, and other actors and forces in the marketplace. 
Increasingly, marketers are viewing information not only as an input 
for making better decisions but also as an important strategic asset 
and marketing tool. 

2. Define the marketing information system and discuss its parts. 
The marketing information system (MIS) consists of people, equip- 
ment, and procedures to gather, sort, analyze, evaluate, and dis- 
tribute needed, timely, and accurate information to marketing deci- 
sion makers. A well-designed information system begins and ends 
with users. 

The MIS first assesses information needs. The marketing informa- 
tion system primarily serves the company's marketing and other man- 
agers, but it may also provide information to external partners. Then, 
the MIS develops information from internal databases, marketing 
intelligence activities, and marketing research. Internal databases 
provide information on the company's own operations and depart- 
ments. Such data can be obtained quickly and cheaply but often 
needs to be adapted for marketing decisions. Marketing intelligence 
activities supply everyday information about developments in the 
external marketing environment. Market research consists of collect- 
ing information relevant to a specific marketing problem faced by the 
company. Lastly, the MIS distributes information gathered from these 
sources to the right managers in the right form and at the right time. 

3. Outline the steps in the marketing research process. 
The first step in the marketing research process involves defining the 
problem and setting the research objectives, which may be 
exploratory, descriptive, or causal research. The second step consists 
of developing a research plan for collecting data from primary and 
secondary sources. The third step calls for implementing the market- 
ing research plan by gathering, processing, and analyzing the infor- 
mation. The fourth step consists of interpreting and reporting the find- 
ings. Additional information analysis helps marketing managers apply 
the information and provides them with sophisticated statistical proce- 
dures and models from which to develop more rigorous findings. 

Both internal and external secondary data sources often provide 
information more quickly and at a lower cost than primary data sources, 
and they can sometimes yield information that a company cannot col- 
lect by itself. However, needed information might not exist in secondary 
sources. Researchers must also evaluate secondary information to 
ensure that it is relevant, accurate, current, and impartial. Primary 
research must also be evaluated for these features. Each primary data 
collection method-observational, survey, and experimental-has its 
own advantages and disadvantages. Each of the various primary 
research contact methods-mail, telephone, personal interview, and 
online--also has its own advantages and drawbacks. Similarly, each 
contact method has its pluses and minuses. 

4. Explain how companies analyze and distribute marketing information. 
Information gathered in internal databases and through marketing intel- 
ligence and marketing research usually requires more analysis. This 
may include advanced statistical analysis or the application of analytical 
models that will help marketers make better decisions. To analyze indi- 
vidual customer data, many companies have now acquired or developed 
special software and analysis techniques-called customer relationship 
management (CRMI--that integrate, analyze, and apply the mountains 
of individual customer data contained in their databases. 

Marketing information has no value until it is used to make better 
marketing decisions. Thus, the marketing information system must 
make the information available to the managers and others who make 
marketing decisions or deal with customers. In some cases, this 
means providing regular reports and updates; in other cases it means 
making nonroutine information available for special situations and on- 
the-spot decisions. Many firms use company intranets and extranets 
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to facilitate this process. Thanks to modern technology, today's mar- tional situations. Marketing research can be conducted effectively by 
keting managers can gain direct access to the information system at small businesses and nonprofit organizations with limited budgets. 
any time and from virtually any location. International marketing researchers follow the same steps as domes- 

tic researchers but often face more and different problems. All organi- 
5. Discuss the special issues some marketing researchers face, including 

zations need to respond responsibly to major public policy and ethical 
public policy and ethics issues. 

issues surrounding marketing research, including issues of intrusions 
Some marketers face special marketing research situations, such as 

on consumer privacy and misuse of research findings. 
those conducting research in small business, nonprofit, or interna- 

Causal research 101 Exploratory research 101 Marketing intelligence 99 Primary data 102 
Customer relationship Focus group interviewing 106 Marketing research 100 Sample 108 

management (CRM) 112 Internal data bases 98 Observational research 104 Secondary data 102 
Descriptive research 101 Marketing information system Online databases 103 Survey research 105 
Ethnographic research 104 (MIS) 97 Online marketing research 106 
Experimental research 105 

1. Figure 4.1 describes four marketing information system activities for 
developing information. In groups of four, determine how these 
activities would apply to Reebok developing the information it needs 
to market a new running shoe. 

2. Assume that you are a regional marketing manager for a cellular 
phone company. List at least three different sources of internal data 
and discuss how these data would help you create cellular services 
that provide greater customer value and satisfaction. 

3. Marketing research over the Internet has increased significantly in 
the past decade. Outline the strengths and weaknesses of market- 
ing research conducted online. 

1. Imagine you are an owner of a small children's retail clothing store 
that specializes in upscale girls' fashions from sizes 2 to 6. You have 
found a potential clothing line but you are unsure whether the line 
will generate the sales needed to be profitable. Which type of 
research methodology (exploratory, descriptive, or causal) is best 
suited to solve your research objective? Why? 

2. Many consumer rights advocates argue that research data can be 
manipulated to support any conclusion. Assume you are attending a 

4. According to the text, "The most common cause of CRM failures is 
that companies mistakenly view CRM only as a technology and soft- 
ware solution." What does this statement mean? 

5. How does your college use an intranet to help its students access data? 

6. Small businesses and nonprofit organizations often lack the 
resources to conduct extensive market research. Assume that you 
are the director of fundraising for a small nonprofit organization that 
focuses on a social issue. List three ways, using limited resources, 
that you could gather information about your primary donor group. 

meeting where a research project for a new product in a new market 
is being presented. List five questions that you would ask to test the 
interpretation and objectivity of the findings being presented. 

3. Visit zoomerang.com or another free online Web survey site. Using 
the tools at the site, design a short five-question survey on the dining 
services for your school. Send the survey to six friends and look at 
the results. What did you think of the online survey method? 

Several companies offer technology that assists marketers in observa- television advertiser know whether the brand is noticed and, amazingly, 
tional research. These techniques include cameras to monitor a shop- report on whether the viewer's emotional reaction to the ad was pleasing 
per's movements, Web-tracking software to follow a visitor's click stream, or aversive. 
and mechanisms to monitor the mo~ement of a ~0nSumer's eyeballs. 1. What can marketers learn from eye-tracking technology in areas 
Visit eyetracking.com to learn more about eye-tracking devices. A visit to other than television advertising? 
the "solutions" area of the Web site provides many examples of con- 
sumer marketing solutions, including television commercials, Web site 

2. HOW can marketers use this technology to improve their marketing? 

branding, and package design. Eye-tracking measurements can help a 3. What might be some weaknesses with this technology? 
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In 2001, Procter & Gamble (P&G) created Tremor, a network of approxi- 1. How might P&G identify, attract, and then qualify teens to be mem- 
mately 280,000 young consumers ages 13-19. Tremor uses these teens, bers of Tremor? 
identified as being very connected to and influential with others, to spread 2. what do you think of using teens to spread word of mouth about 
word of mouth regarding not just its own products but also those of com- products and brands? Are there any ethics issues? 
panies as diverse as AOL, Coca-Cola, and Toyota. Tremor does not pay 
the teens. Nor does it tell them what to say about specific products. But 
does provide them with extensive free samples and the knowledge that 
their input will be important to marketing decisions. 

For more than 75 years, Burke has been helping marketers to under- 
stand the marketplace and build stronger relationships with customers. 
As a full-service, custom marketing research firm, the company helps its 
clients better understand everything from how consumers make pur- 
chase decisions to what drives customer loyalty. In the beginning in 1931, 
researchers with Burke went door to door to gather information. Today, 
the company uses a rich array of avenues to reach consumers, including 
telephone and Web interviewing, direct mail, and online surveys. 

Burke helps marketers discover information about customers, com- 
petitors, products, and marketing programs. But more than just gathering 
information, Burke's services help clients use the information. With 

sophisticated computer analysis, Burke offers the right information, in the 
right form, at the right time to help them make better marketing decisions. 

After viewing the video featuring Burke, answer the following ques- 
tions about marketing research. 

1. What process does Burke use to define the research question? 

2. How does Burke's process for marketicg research compare to the 
steps outlined in the chapter? 

3. How does Burke help clients build strong relationships with cus- 
tomers? 

shiny blue BMW coupe into his 
driveway, put the gearshift into park, set the parking brake, 
and got out to check his mailbox as he did every day when 
he returned home. As he flipped through the deluge of cata- 
logs and credit card offers, he noticed a letter from 
Enterprise Rent-A-Car. He wondered why Enterprise would 
be writing him. 

Then he remembered. Earlier that month, Kevin had been 
involved in a wreck. As he was driving to work one rainy 
morning, another car had been unable to stop on the slick 
pavement and had plowed into his car as he waited at a 
stoplight. Thankfully, neither he nor the other driver was 
hurt, but both cars had sustained considerable damage. In 
fact, he was not able to drive his car. 

Kevin had used his cell phone to call the police, and 
while he was waiting for the officers to come, he had 
called his auto insurance agent. The agent had assured 
Kevin that his policy included coverage to pay for a rental 
car while he was having his car repaired. He told Kevin to 
have the car towed to a nearby auto repair shop and gave 
him the telephone number for the Enterprise Rent-A-Car 

office that served his area. The agent noted that his com- 
pany recommended using Enterprise for replacement 
rentals and that Kevin's policy would cover up to $20 per 
day of the rental fee. 

Once Kevin had checked his car in at the body shop and 
made the necessary arrangements, he telephoned the 
Enterprise office. Within 10 minutes, an Enterprise 
employee had driven to the repair shop and picked him 
up. They drove back to the Enterprise office, where Kevin 
completed the paperwork and rented a Ford Taurus. He 
drove the rental car for 1 2  days before the repair shop com- 
pleted work on his car. 

"Don't know why Enterprise would be writing me," 
Kevin thought. "The insurance company paid the $20 per 
day, and I paid the extra because the Taurus cost more than 
that. Wonder what the problem could be?" 

TRACKING SATISFACTION 
Kevin tossed the mail on the passenger's seat and drove up 
the driveway. Once inside his house, he opened the 
Enterprise letter to find that it was a survey to determine 
how satisfied he was with his rental. The survey itself was 
only one page long and consisted of 13 questions (see 
Exhibit 1). 
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SERVICE QUALITY SURVEY 

Please mark the box that best reflects your Neither 
response to each question. Completely Somewhat Satisfied Nor Somewhat Completely 
I. Overall, how satisfied were you with your recent Satisfied Satisfied Dissatisfied Dissatisfied Dissatisfied 

car rental from Enterprise on January 1, 2003? 0 0 0 CI 0 

2. What, if anything, could Enterprise have done better? (Please be specific) 

3a. Did you experience any problems Yes 0 
during the rental process? No 0 

3b. If you mentioned any problems to 
Enterprise, did they resolve them 

Yes 0 
No 0 

Did not mention 0 to your satisfaction? 

If you personally called Enterprise to reserve a vehicle, Excellent Good 
how would you rate the telephone reservation process? 0 0 

Fair 
0 

Just at end 
of rental 

a 
Just at end 
of rental 
- 0 

21-30 
minutes 

Poor N/A 
0 0 

Both at start Just at start Neither 
and end of rental of rental 

0 0 
time 
0 Did you go to the Enterprise office. . . 

Both at start Just at start 
Did an Enterprise employee give you a ride to and end of rental of rental 
help with your transportation needs. . . . 0 0 

Neither 
time 
0 

After you arrived at the Enterprise Less than 5-10 11-15 16-2 0 
office, how long did it take you to: 5 minutes minutes minutes minutes 

More than 
30 minutes N/A 

@ pick up your rental car? 
@ return your rental car? 

0 
0 

N/A 

0 

El 

CI 
CI 

17 

Some other 
reason 
0 

Definitely 
will not call 
0 

11 or more 
times 
0 

How would you rate the . . . 
@ timeliness with which you were either picked up at 

the start of the rental or dropped off afterwards? 
@timeliness with which the rental car was either 

brought to your location and left with you or 
picked up from your location afterwards? 

@ Enterprise employee who handled your paperwork . . 
at the START of the rental? 
at the END of the rental? 

@ mechanical condition of the car? 
@ cleanliness of the car interiodexterior? 

Excellent Good Fair 

If you asked for a specific type or size of vehicle, 
was Enterprise able to meet your needs? 

Yes No N/ A 
0 0 0 

Car repairs 
due to 

accident 
For what reason did you rent this car? 

All other car Car 
repairs1 was 

maintenance stolen Business 
0 0 0 

Leisure/ 
vacation 
0 

Probably 
will not call 
0 

6-10 
times 
0 

11. The next time you need to pick up a rental 
car in the city or area in which you live, how 
likely are you to call Enterprise? 

Definitely Probably Might or 
will call will call might not call 
0 0 0 

12. Approximately how many times in total have you 
rented from Enterprise (including this rental)? was first time 2 times times 

0 0 0 

13. Considering all rental companies, 
approximately how many times within 
the past year have you rented a car in 
the city or area in which you live 0 times 
(including this rental)? 0 

11 or more 
1 time 2 times 3-5 times 6-10 times times 
0 0 a 0 0 

(case continues) 
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